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ABSTRACT 

Aerosols are potentially generated both during normal operations in a gas cooled 

Generation IV nuclear reactor and in all nuclear reactors during accident scenarios. These 

aerosols can become charged due to aerosol generation processes, radioactive decay of 

associated fission products, and ionizing atmospheres. Thus the role of charge on aerosol 

evolution, and hence on the nuclear source term, has been an issue of interest. There is a 

need for both measurements and modeling to quantify this role as these effects are not 

currently accounted for in nuclear reactor modeling and simulation codes. 

 

In this study the role of charge effects on the evolution of a spatially homogenous 

aerosol was explored via the application of the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) 

technique. The primary mechanisms explored were those of coagulation and electrostatic 

dispersion. This technique was first benchmarked by comparing the results obtained from 

both monodisperse and polydisperse DSMC evolution of charged aerosols with the 

results obtained by respectively deterministic and sectional techniques. This was 

followed by simulation of several polydisperse charged aerosols. Additional comparisons 

were made between the evolutions of charged and uncharged aerosols. The results 

obtained using DSMC in simple cases were comparable to those obtained from other 

techniques, without the limitations associated with more complex cases. Multicomponent 

aerosols of different component densities were also evaluated to determine the charge 

effects on their evolution. Charge effects can be significant and further explorations are 

warranted.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Dust and aerosols can be generated in High Temperature Gas Reactors (HTGRs) 

both during normal operations (due to pebble abrasion, gas to particle conversion, 

radiation damage, contaminants, corrosion) and following accidents. The aerosols can 

become charged through aerosol generation processes, fission product decay, and the 

ionizing atmosphere. The aerosols are effectively self-charging over the life of the 

radioactive fission products they contain. Regarding aerosol/dust transport in High 

Temperature Gas Reactors (HTGRs), an expert U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)–U.S. 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) group1 has stated: 

 

A more bothersome issue is that of electrostatic charging of 
aerosols in the dry environment. Aerosol particles can be charged in the 
dry environment because of gas-phase ions formed in the intense radiation 
field. Negatively charged ions typically have higher mobilities than do 
positively charged ions. Consequently aerosol particles are bombarded 
more often by negatively charged ions and can assume a negative charge. 
The magnitude of the charge depends on the particle size. Columbic forces 
among aerosol particles due to like charges on particles are not addressed 
in currently available models of aerosol behavior. The electrostatic forces 
among charged particles are much stronger than the forces that ordinarily 
drive the agglomeration of aerosol particles to sizes such that they readily 
deposit by gravitational settling or inertial impaction on structures. What 
deposition of particles does occur will develop either a surface charge or a 
mirror image charge that could also produce forces capable of interfering 
with the deposition of additional particles. Again, current models do not 
account for such effects that are important only where the radiation field is 
large. 
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While there are many other methods by which aerosols can become charged in a 

reactor system (thermal, chemical, frictional, etc.), charging from ionization creates the 

most highly charged aerosols. As the aerosols circulate throughout the reactor coolant 

system they can interact with molecular fission products (hinder or facilitate their 

transport) and deposit on many system components, and cause radiation and other 

damage as well as pose challenges to maintenance. The re-suspension and dispersion of 

these radioactive aerosols can be important contributors to the nuclear source term in case 

of severe accidents at all types of reactors, during nuclear material and fuel transport, at 

waste disposal facilities, and in nuclear detonations.2-8 There are a number of computer 

codes which have been created for the purpose of modeling severe accidents in nuclear 

reactors based on different numerical techniques that require approximations, thereby 

compromising the fidelity to the actual physics and chemistry. The accident modeling 

programs CONTAIN and MELCOR, use the aerosol modeling module MAEROS, which 

is based on the sectional technique. Figure 1 illustrates the internal relationship of the 

CONTAIN program, visualizing the three main components of the code, with aerosol 

dynamics being one of these components. These programs were designed for light water 

reactors where charge effects are minimized during normal operations, so they were not 

designed to consider charged aerosols.9-11 Therefore additional work is needed in this 

area for application to HTGR systems, along with modeling charged aerosols in all 

accident scenarios. 
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the CONTAIN code.9 

 

The assumptions made during the implementation of the sectional technique, and 

other numerical techniques, within aerosol modeling codes create a cause for concern. 

The complexities of aerosol dynamics which affect its behavior arise from both the 

various properties of the individual particulates and of the aerosol as a whole, these 

include: size, shape, composition, density, charge, and spatial inhomogeneity. The 

physical processes involved include particle deposition and re-suspension, condensation 

and evaporation, coagulation, and electrostatic dispersion. The equation describing this 

behavior is non-linear, making computation of aerosol dynamics even more difficult.12  

 

The purpose of this work is to elucidate the role of charge in nuclear aerosol 

dynamics and to contribute to the development of a production computer code that 
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includes charge behavior without compromising fidelity to aerosol physics. We will 

explore the use of the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) technique to accomplish 

the stated goals. The DSMC technique used here was initially developed for the 

simulation of molecular gas dynamics;13 but it has been adapted12, 14-16 to explore aerosol 

systems that pose significant challenges to the sectional method.17-20 When the DSMC 

technique was applied to multi-component aerosols (of the same component density) the 

results obtained were similar to those obtained from numerical methods. However, it has 

been found that in the case of multicomponent aerosols (with different component 

densities) a single density approximation (as used for coagulation modeling in the 

sectional technique of MAEROS) cannot maintain good fidelity to actual aerosol 

evolution.11, 12, 14, 15, 21 The prior successful implementation of the DSMC technique for 

modeling complex aerosol systems that are difficult for numerical techniques provided 

the motivation for its use in this research. 

 

1.2 Objective and Organization 

Our objective in this study is to implement the DSMC technique towards the 

exploration of charge effects on aerosol coagulation and electrostatic dispersion. We will 

focus on single component charged aerosols, but will also consider multicomponent 

charged aerosols. We will explore collisional algorithms, and also techniques to obtain 

both greater accuracy and speed in computations. 

 

 This work is organized as follows; Chapter 2 presents a brief review of literature 

concerning previous work on modeling of charged aerosols. It starts with a discussion of 
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aerosol dynamics and the governing equation. Several works concerning charged aerosol 

evolution are presented and discussed; the results of these works are later used in the 

benchmarking process. Chapter 3 summarizes the models of the coagulation kernels used 

in calculating the charged and neutral aerosol coagulation rates and the model used in 

calculating electrostatic dispersion. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the DSMC 

technique, along with the sampling algorithms used. Chapter 5 includes the presentation 

of several test problems which encompassed both charged and uncharged aerosol 

systems, including cases we reproduced from the works of: Adachi, Okuyama, and 

Kousaka;22 Vemury, Janzen, and Pratsinis;23 and Oron, Seinfeld, and Okuyama (with an 

emphasis on the second of their three papers).24-26 These test cases were used to 

benchmark the DSMC implementation against analytical and sectional methods. Chapter 

6 is the presentation and discussion of the results obtained from the test problems. 

Chapter 7 presents a number of other cases, and their associated results and discussions. 

Chapter 8 presents the results and includes discussion of multicomponent charged aerosol 

evolution. Chapter 9 contains the conclusions drawn from this research and 

recommendations for further research. 
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2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS 

Aerosol behavior is dependent upon the physical properties of the individual 

aerosol particulates and the population as a whole, and upon the physical processes that 

are operating upon the aerosol. The physical properties include: size, shape, composition, 

density, charge, the conditions of the suspending gas, and spatial inhomogeneity. The 

physical processes involved include particle deposition and re-suspension, condensation 

and evaporation, coagulation, and electrostatic dispersion. Basic aspects of the role of 

charge in aerosol evolution have been described in several publications; the reader is 

referred particularly to Williams and Loyalka18 for details. Essentially, the arguments 

used to deal with multispecies aerosols where charge can be regarded as a property to be 

conserved in addition to volume and mass are employed. The behavior of an aerosol can 

be described mathematically by the General Dynamic Equation (GDE) of aerosols. The 

GDE of a well-mixed, spherical, mono-species, charged aerosol is given as18, 25 
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The term on the left hand side of Eq. (1), np(v,t) gives the number of aerosol particles in a 

cubic meter carrying p elementary charges, with individual particle volumes between v 

and dv. The first term on the right hand side represents growth in np(v,t) due to 

coagulation. This term contains Kp-q,q(v-u,u), which is the kernel describing the 

coagulation of particles of volume v-u and charge p-q with particles of volume u and 
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charge p. The second term on the right is the corresponding loss term, representing 

particle loss due to coagulation of a particle from np(v,t) with any other particle in the 

population. The third term is the change in the number of particles due to electrostatic 

dispersion, where B(v) is the mobility of the particle, e is the elementary charge, and ε0 is 

the permittivity of free space. This term is only of significance when there is a net charge 

on the volume under consideration. The fourth term contains the removal term Rp(v), 

which is due to losses from settling or diffusion or, indeed, from an applied field, 

although that could also be considered under the electrostatic term. The fifth term, Sp(v,t), 

is a source term due to aerosol production. Equation (1) assumes that no ions are 

generated, i.e. once the initial condition or source has been specified, the total charge 

remains the same: there is no creation of charge, it is simply reapportioned between the 

particles or lost due to dispersion and deposition. 

 

From inspection of Eq. (1) it can be seen that the GDE is a non-linear integro-

differential equation of significant complexity due to the array of aerosol properties and 

dynamics which must be taken into account. A number of techniques have been 

attempted in solving the GDE, including both analytical methods and numerical methods, 

such as the finite element method, the sectional technique, etc. Further discussion of these 

various techniques and their limitations can be found in Williams and Loyalka.18 

 

Most solution techniques of the GDE as given in Eq. (1) begin by converting it to 

discrete form. The GDE after discretization (using slightly different notation) without the 

removal or source terms as obtained by Zebel27 is given as 
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where i
pn  is the number concentration of particles of charge p in volume section i and 

replaces np(v,t), note that the number concentration is still dependent upon time t. In the 

notation used in Eq. (2) i and j replace v and u from Eq. (1), but refer to the particle size 

section rather than volume. The notation jji
qqp

,
,

−
−β  replaces Kp-q,q(v-u,u) for discussion of the 

coagulation kernel, and B(i) replaces B(v) for particle mobility in the electrostatic 

dispersion term. The functional description given earlier for each term remains the same. 

 

It should be noted that Eq. (1) is rarely used directly; instead one uses the 

sectional or related techniques that convert it to a system of ordinary differential 

equations as evident by Eq. (2). Three of the forms that have been used for numerical 

calculations are noted in Table 1, and are then discussed briefly below. 

Table 1: Systems of Ordinary Differential Equations for Solving the GDE. 
Investigator Governing Equations Comments 

Adachi, 
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Eq. 17 and Table 125 
(Equation is too detailed for inclusion here) 
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Symmetric and Asymmetric, 
Unipolar and Bipolar 

Polydisperse Aerosol - Averaged 
Coagulation Coefficients – 

Discussed uses and limitations of 
monodisperse model 

 

 

In an early work when computational capabilities were more limited, Adachi, 

Okuyama, and Kousaka22 considered bipolar aerosols that were kept monodisperse 
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throughout evolution. That is, they took into account the particle charge distribution, but 

neglected size distribution. This approach permitted a direct solution to the discrete set of 

equations, at the cost of physical accuracy. They explored the effects of both symmetric 

and asymmetric charging on aerosol evolution. They found that small charge 

distributions, such as the Boltzmann equilibrium charge distribution, have little effect on 

aerosol evolution relative to neutral particle Brownian coagulation. However, the effects 

of charge increase in significance as the standard deviation of the initial charge 

distribution increases. Electrostatic coagulation and electrostatic dispersion are very 

significant effects when the charge distribution is asymmetric; these phenomena increase 

the rate of particle loss. 

 

Oron and Seinfeld25 used the sectional technique to study evolution of 

polydisperse bipolar aerosols. This required extensive computer capabilities to obtain 

sectional coefficients corresponding to the coagulation terms (the β’s). While they 

reported results for a set of well defined problems, because of the extensive computations 

associated with the β’s and other issues relating to multi component charged aerosols, to 

our knowledge this technique has not found much application. The reported results 

include a detailed discussion of the relationship between size and charge distributions as 

the aerosol evolves over time. 

 

 Vemury, Janzen, and Pratsinis23 modified a technique due to Hounslow, Ryall, 

and Marshall,28 which in fact is a variant of the sectional method. In this technique, 

within sections, values of the coagulation kernel are assumed constant, and an adhoc 
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approximation is made to the resulting coefficients to compute number evolution. This 

simplifies the computations of the sectional coefficients substantially, but at the cost of 

not precisely conserving mass (or volume). The reported results state that symmetric, 

bipolar charging increases the coagulation rate, resulting in larger particles; while 

asymmetric bipolar charging accelerates the particle number loss due to electrostatic 

dispersion, resulting in smaller particle formation. Vemury et al.23 also included an 

analysis of a monodisperse aerosol model in their work, and found it to be reasonably 

accurate relative to polydisperse models in limited cases. 

 

Results reported by these authors are discussed in latter sections in conjunction 

with comparisons with the results obtained during the course of this research. To do so, 

the numerical solutions of equations obtained by Adachi et al.,22 and Vemury et al.23 were 

independently implemented. For the problems studied, Vemury et al.23 had reported close 

agreement of their results with those of Oron and Seinfeld,25 and thus (because of the 

extensive computations associated with these) we did not attempt to reproduce Oron and 

Seinfeld’s computations.25 Both Oron and Seinfeld,25 and Vemury et al.23 obtained 

similar results; bipolar symmetric charging increases the particle coagulation rate, 

resulting in larger particles, while bipolar asymmetric charging results in smaller particles 

due to electrostatic dispersion. 
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3. MODELS OF THE COAGULATION KERNEL AND 
ELECTROSTATIC DISPERSION 

Coagulation is the process by which two particles fuse to produce a single, larger 

particle. There are several mechanisms by which this process can occur, such as 

Brownian motion, turbulence, and gravity. In this work the only process considered is 

Brownian motion, which is simply the random motion of particles in a suspending 

medium, supplemented by electric charge. The Brownian coagulation kernel depends on 

particle parameters such as particle mass, size, charge, etc.22, 23, 25, 29 These parameters, 

along with particle number density, are the primary factors determining the rate of 

coagulation. Electrostatic dispersion describes the change in the number of particles due 

to an asymmetric charge distribution in the system, with the total effect increasing 

relative to the net asymmetry. The models used are discussed below in further detail. 

 

3.1 Brownian Coagulation Kernel 

Shape characteristics were intentionally neglected in this work. The difficulties 

involved in implementing shape characteristics into the aerosol population, along with the 

challenges this would add in extracting pure charge effects would have been detrimental 

to the intended focus on charge effects. Therefore a liquid drop model was employed, that 

is, particles were assumed spherical and upon combining into a single particle assumed 

the diameter appropriate to a sphere of the mass and density of the parent particles. 
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The coagulation kernel is the primary mechanism by which the physical 

parameters of the aerosol distribution are expressed, hence its proper calculation and 

implementation is critical to obtaining accurate results across all aerosol size regimes. 

The Brownian coagulation kernel was calculated using the Fuchs-Sutugin expression for 

a polydisperse aerosol which is given by16, 30-32 

( )( ) ,/2, FddDD jiji
ji ++= πβ  (3) 
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T is the absolute temperature (K), kB is Boltzmann’s constant (J/K), η is the gas viscosity 

(kg/m s), D is the particle diffusion coefficient (m2/s), C is the Cunningham correction 

factor, with Kn being the Knudsen number, composed of the mean free path λ (m) of the 

carrier gas and the particle diameter d (m), l is the apparent mean free path (m), V is the 
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particle speed (m/s), g represents the distance (m) between the real surface of the particle 

and the spherical surface enclosing the particle as assumed by Fuchs.29 

 

In examining the monodisperse case, such as presented by Adachi et al.,22 such a 

complex coagulation kernel is unnecessary. A simpler kernel which can be used in the 

monodisperse case is given by27 

.
3

8
η

β iBi TCk
=

 
(4)

 

 

3.2 Charged Aerosol Coagulation Kernel 

When considering charge acting upon aerosol coagulation, its effects are 

superimposed onto the Brownian kernel, leading to22, 23, 29 

.,
,,

, qp
jiji

qp βββ =  (5) 

The charged aerosol coagulation kernel is taken as a multiplier βp,q, that acts upon the 

Brownian coagulation kernel βi,j, yielding the charged Brownian coagulation kernel ji
qp

,
,β . 

as shown in Eq. (5). The value of βp,q is a function of the charges of the coagulating 

particles and whether the electrostatic force is repulsive or attractive. 

 

βp,q is the ratio of the coagulation functions for charged and neutral aerosol 

particles, and is given by22, 29 
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F(ρ’) is the electrostatic force between the two particles at separation distance ρ’ where 

φ(r’) is the associated induced potential. Both the electrostatic force and the potential 

contain terms related to the Coulomb force and the induced image force. While the 

Coulomb force affects the interactions of all charged particles, the primary effect of the 

image force is a slight increase in the rate of coagulation between similarly charged 

particles. The image force also increases the coagulation rate of uncharged particles with 

highly charged particles. When the force between particles is attractive this results in 

φ(r’) < 0 and βp,q > 1, thus increasing the coagulation rate above that of pure Brownian 

coagulation; while in the case of repulsion φ(r’) > 0 and βp,q < 1, with the coagulation rate 

decreasing below that of Brownian coagulation.  

 

Equation (6) is rarely used in numerical computation as the repetitive calculation 

of integrals is too draining on computer resources to be effective. Instead an 

approximation that retains only the Coulomb term and drops the induced image terms is 

employed. This technique introduces minimal error as long as the absolute magnitude of 

the ratio between the charges on the coagulating particles remains small or the particles 

are about 1 µm or greater. This approximation was derived analytically by Fuchs and is 

given by22, 29 
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for repulsion and 
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for attraction, where 
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λp,q is the ratio of electrostatic to kinetic potential energy of colliding aerosol particles. It 

should be noted that λp,q is dependent on dpi and dqj and thus βp,q contains a hidden 

dependence upon i and j. To compare the effects of charge on aerosol coagulation versus 

neutral aerosols it is a simple matter of defining βp,q = 1 for simulating the neutral case. 

Plots of βp,q for a pair of 1 µm particles utilizing a number of different combinations of 

charges p and q are shown below in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Effect of charge on β p,q, the ratio of the charged coagulation function to the Brownian coagulation 
function of uncharged particles for two 1 µm particles. 
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The upper curves in Figure 2 illustrate that the coagulation rate is greatly accelerated by 

the attractive force between unlike charges; while the lower curves illustrate the decrease 

in the coagulation rate brought on by the repulsive force between like charges. For 

example, the coagulation rate between two particles of unlike charge with a magnitude of 

ten elementary units each is increased by about a factor of five over the Brownian rate. 

The rate between two particles of like charge under the same conditions is decreased to 

about 2% of the Brownian rate. 

 

3.3 Electrostatic Dispersion 

The third term in Eq. (2) is only of consequence when the net charge on the 

volume is non-zero, that is, when an asymmetric charge distribution exists. When this 

occurs there is a net loss of particles from the unit volume due to mutual electrostatic 

repulsion. This behavior is determined by the net charge on the volume, the charge on the 

individual particle, and the particle’s mobility, which is given by23, 33 

)3/()( ii dCiB πµ= , (8) 

where Ci is the previously defined Cunningham correction factor, µ is the viscosity of the 

suspending gas, and di is the diameter of the particle. 
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4. DIRECT SIMULATION MONTE CARLO 

4.1 DSMC and Charged Particles 

In this work the DSMC method,13 adapted for use with aerosols,12, 14-16 was used 

with some modifications to permit the simulation of charged aerosols. The initial focus of 

this line of research was on spatially homogenous systems, neglecting all processes other 

than coagulation and electrostatic dispersion. The aerosol particles simulated in this work 

were randomly generated, and their interactions using the DSMC technique were of a 

random nature. These simulations were performed using Mathematica 8.0, which has 

several built in random number generators, on a computer with a 2.5 GHz processor and 

8 GB of RAM. The basis of the generator employed is an algorithm called Extended 

Cellular Automata which has been extensively tested and found to generate high-quality 

results.34 It is therefore presumed that the calculations in this work are not biased by any 

defect in the random number generator employed. Mathematica 8.0 was also chosen for 

the simulating software for its advanced list management features, high level 

programming features and parallel processing capabilities.35 The capabilities of 

Mathematica, along with the adaptable nature of the DSMC technique, allows for the 

relatively straightforward implementation of additional physical phenomena into the 

simulation code as progress is made. The general order of operations during a simulation 

is as follows: 

 

(a) A list of particles is generated by sampling from the desired initial distribution 

using a rejection-acceptance technique. Each list component describes an 
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individual particle, characterized by the particle’s mass components and 

charge. 

(b) A time step is selected and the number of particles to be eligible for collision 

during that time is calculated according to the NTC method, which will be 

described in detail in section 4.2.1. 

(c) Two particles for potential coagulation are selected as described in section 

4.2.1. Conservation of mass and charge means the listed properties of the 

particles are simply added together using Mathematica’s list operation 

capabilities, creating a new particle, with the two original particles being 

deleted from the list. 

(d) Step (c) is repeated until a number of particles consistent with (b) have been 

sampled for coagulation. The list of particles obtained at the end of the time 

step replaces the list from the previous time step. 

(e) The entire list of particles is sampled for electrostatic dispersion 

corresponding with the time step described in (b) from the data in (d). The 

particle charge relative to the net charge determines if the particle leaves the 

system or if a particle is gained by the system. This technique is described in 

section 4.2.2. The list that is obtained at the end of the time step can be saved 

for analysis. 

(f) Steps (b) through (e) are repeated until the desired total time for the 

simulation has elapsed. 

(g) The sequence of data lists that are generated can then be processed to show 

the time dependant evolution of the aerosol system. 
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(h) Simulations are repeated to allow the results to be averaged and to obtain 

estimations of statistical errors.14 

 

4.2 Sampling Algorithms 

The algorithm employed for conducting collisional sampling is crucial to the 

process of accurately simulating aerosol coagulation. The standard technique for 

sampling particles for collision is the direct sampling algorithm. However, this technique 

is very time and memory intensive with regard to computer overhead. It requires that an 

N × N collisional matrix of the coagulation kernels, where N is the total number of 

particles in the aerosol population, be computed and updated continuously during the 

simulation. For large population sizes this requirement quickly makes this technique 

impractical to implement as the computation time is on the order of N2. Due to these 

limitations a more efficient sampling algorithm is required.21 Therefore the No Time 

Counter (NTC) method, with a computational time on the order of N, was implemented 

in this work.13, 21 The sampling algorithm employed here for calculating electrostatic 

dispersion was not based upon a specific technique, but was developed by modification 

of standard Monte Carlo methods for time dependant problems. 

 

4.2.1 Coagulation Sampling Algorithm - No Time Counter (NTC) Method 

The NTC method was developed by Bird for use in rarefied molecular gas 

dynamics.13 It has also found use in the simulation of aerosols as described by 

Palaniswaamy and Loyalka.21 The NTC method was selected for its computational 

efficiency and ease of implementation. Unlike other methods where the elapsed collision 
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time is updated after every collision, in the NTC method the time step is used to compute 

the number of potential collisions within that time interval. The number of potential 

collisions is calculated before any collisions take place, removing the need to compute 

collision times after each collision. NTC is described in detail by Bird,13 but is 

summarized below. The number of collisions possible, Nc, over the time interval Δt, is 

given by 

( ) tNNNc ∆−= max1
2
1 β , (9) 

which in a large sample population can be expressed by 

,
2
1

max
2 tNNc ∆= β  (10) 

where N is the number of particles, and βmax is the assumed maximum coagulation 

coefficient. 

 

However, limits in computational power require each simulated particle to 

represent many real particles. In order to maintain an equivalent time scale between the 

coagulation rates of simulated versus real particles a multiplier based in the ratio of real 

particles per simulated particles is introduced. The number of collisions possible between 

real aerosol particles within in a time step is given by Eq. (10); therefore to obtain an 

equivalent coagulation rate in a system composed of simulated aerosol particles the 

multiplier f is introduced into Eq. (10), changing it to13 

tfNN sc ∆= max
2

2
1 β , (11) 

where Ns is the number of simulated particles, and f is given by 
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SN
Nf = . 

Multiplying βmax with f results in the coagulation rate of the simulated particles becoming 

equivalent to the rate of the physical system being modeled, resulting in the appropriate 

percentage of particles coagulating in each time step. This issue will be discussed more in 

conjunction with the results of one of the test problems in section 6.2.1. 

 

Based on the number of potential collision pairs calculated, Nc, an equivalent 

number of individual collision pairs are sequentially selected at random. The pairs chosen 

for collision are selected based on an acceptance-rejection technique. For any pair of 

particles, (u,p) and (v,q), selected at random, if both of the following conditions are 

satisfied:13 

( )( )[ ] ,,]1,0[Random
maxβ

β qvpu
≤  (12) 

, q)](v, p),[(u, maxββ ≤  (13) 

they are accepted for a collision event that results in coagulation, and the number of 

collisions remaining for that time step is decremented. If the random number selected in 

Eq. (12) is greater than the ratio of the two kernels the collision is rejected, and the 

number of potential collisions remaining is decremented as in the previous situation. In 

the case that Eq. (13) evaluates false, β[(u,p),(v,q)] >βmax, then βmax  β[(u,p), (v,q)] is set 

for use in the next time steps. This particle pair is not approved for coagulation even 

though the condition for it is met because it is outside the bounds of the routine, yet the 

collision cannot be rejected because the results are indeterminate; in this case the particle 

selection process is simply repeated. 
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It should be noted that βmax occurs in the numerator of Eq. (11) and the 

denominator of Eq. (12). This means that the exact value of βmax does not directly impact 

the coagulation rate. However, if βmax it is too high the simulation will be unnecessarily 

slowed and if it is too low collision pairs may be missed. The result of the cancellation of 

βmax is that the effective rate of coagulation is dependent on the average value of 

β[(u,p),(v,q)] for that time step and upon the distribution of β[(u,p),(v,q)] with respect to 

βmax.  

 

One issue with the NTC method is the “grow in” period; the early simulation time 

where the value of βmax is being adjusted by the algorithm. This occurs because the NTC 

method involves a search for the largest value of the coagulation kernel while the 

simulation is in progress to determine the coagulation rate. When an appropriate starting 

value is unknown, one must be guessed. If this guess is significantly off the result can be 

an overly slow starting coagulation rate if the initial value of βmax is too low, as shown in 

Figure 3, or the excessive waste of computational time if it was too high. 
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Figure 3: Development of the starting value of β max. 

 

The early time development of βmax is primarily of concern in charged aerosol 

systems. Attraction and repulsion significantly broaden the range of possible coagulation 

kernel values to include variations of several orders of magnitude, along with potentially 

erratic coagulation rates during the βmax development period. For a charged aerosol 

system with 106 particles the “grow in” period was found to have effectively ended after 

103 collisions. Randomly pre-sampling the aerosol population for a number of collisions 

equal to 1% (in this case 104 particles) of the total number of particles and using the βmax 

found as the simulation starting value significantly improved the early time results of the 

NTC method without resorting to more computationally intensive methods. The NTC 

method operates at a computational time on the order of N, and while providing results 

comparable to the direct method and its N2 computational time. These improvements to 

simulation efficiency, along with other code optimization techniques, permitted an 

increase in the initial particle population from 105 to 106 particles while keeping overall 
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runtime per simulation between 2-17 hours, depending on the complexity and time scale 

of the problem under consideration. 

 

4.2.2  Electrostatic Dispersion Sampling Algorithm 

As a force which can operate over long distances, the treatment of the electrostatic 

dispersion term differs from that of coagulation in implementing it into the DSMC code. 

When considering particle collisions, a calculated number of randomly selected particles 

from the aerosol population have varying degrees of probability of undergoing 

coagulation during any individual time step; while in the case of electrostatic dispersion, 

each particle in the aerosol population has a chance to be affected by the electrostatic 

force. Fortunately for the sake of computational time, each particle does not need to be 

tested against every particle in the system to determine the effects of electrostatic 

dispersion, as this would return the simulation to an N2 run-time and dramatically reduce 

performance. Each particle only needs to be tested against the aerosol population as a 

whole. 

 

The algorithm used for sampling particles for electrostatic dispersion is derived 

by first neglecting all terms in Eq. (2) except the time dependant term and the 

electrostatic dispersion term, as given by36 

( ) ∑∑
∞

=

∞

−∞=

−=
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j
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p nqpneiB
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ε
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Assuming that the values of several variables are constant within a given time step for all 

combinations of i and p, this equation can be expressed as  
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The solution of Eq. (15) is the exponential equation 

( ) ( ) pti
p

i
p entn α−= 0 , (16) 

which can be expressed as 

( ) ( ) tpi
p

i
p etnttn ∆−=∆+ α , (17) 

or as 

( ) ( )[ ] tptnttn i
p

i
p ∆−=∆+ αln . (18) 

Equation (16) is structured to consider the change within i
pn  over a time period t. Both 

Eq. (17) and (18) are structured to consider a time step, Δt, which begins at time t and 

ends at time t + Δt. 

 

Equation (18) is manipulated to allow it to be utilized in a selection-rejection 

technique as given by 

p
Randomt

α
)]1,0(ln[

<∆ , (19) 

which is used to determine the effect upon an individual particle within the system. 

Within the DSMC program utilized in this work the most effective means we have found 

to implement this algorithm is by operating upon the particles individually, instead of as a 

group as given in the derivation. This approach prevents the loss of information that 
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would occur from attempting to categorize the particles into discrete groups. It is also 

more computationally efficient as it requires only the computation of the time step 

dependant parameter α and then the algorithm sweeps over the list a single time resulting 

in an algorithm run-time of order N. 

 

Just as in the case of coagulation, in electrostatic dispersion a modification to the 

sampling algorithm must be made to account for simulated particles representing a 

number of real particles using the same multiplier as discussed in section 4.2.1 and given 

in Eq. (11). In this case it is to correct for the strength of the electrostatic force of the 

system, resulting in Eq. (19) being modified to 

pf
Randomt

α
)]1,0(ln[

<∆ . (20) 

The action taken due to Eq. (20) can be evaluated according to the conditions found in 

Table 2. 

Table 2: Selection/Rejection Conditions for Electrostatic Dispersion. 
Conditional Evaluation αp > 0 (Repulsion) αp<0 (Attraction) αp=0 

True Particle kept Particle kept N/A – Particle kept 
False Particle lost Particle gained N/A – Particle kept 

 

The DSMC implantation of electrostatic dispersion as described in this section has been 

found to be very stable for time steps small relative to the denominator in Eq. (20). This 

stability is because any oscillations in the output of the electrostatic dispersion algorithm 

lead to a self-dampening effect. 
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5. TEST PROBLEMS 

Several test problems were selected from other published works in which 

different solution techniques were implemented. New programs corresponding with the 

methods used in these works were constructed in the Mathematica environment in order 

to obtain results against which results obtained using DSMC could be benchmarked. The 

two problems selected for this role are the simulation of a monodisperse aerosol and a 

polydisperse aerosol; both aerosols are symmetric and bipolar with respect to charge. 

Because the aerosol populations under consideration are symmetrically charged (some 

deviation due to random data generation takes place), the only mechanism operating on 

the aerosol population is coagulation. The electrostatic dispersion algorithm is active, but 

in a symmetric population this algorithm should have no effect on the aerosol. The 

electrostatic dispersion algorithm is tested more thoroughly in later cases. 

 

5.1 Test Problem 1: Symmetric Bipolar Monodisperse Aerosol 

Adachi et al. considered the time dependant coagulation and electrostatic 

dispersion of an aerosol whose behavior is governed by the first equation in Table 1 and 

the initial distribution22 
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with p+ and p- denoting the center of the positive and negative charge peaks. These peaks 

have a standard deviation of σ. The simulation parameter values are given in the second 

column of Table 3. Adachi et al.22 assumed that the aerosol particles remain the same 

initial size even after coagulation (monodisperse), that is, coagulation changes only 

particle charge and number density; conservation of mass is neglected. This non-physical 

assumption was made intentionally in order to simplify the problem, allowing a solution 

to be found simply by solving the associated system of ordinary differential equations. 

While solving this problem does not lead to physically meaningful results or any charge 

versus particle size information, it provides useful benchmarks and shows general trend 

in the charge distribution. In the limited cases where the time scale is so short that very 

little coagulation takes place, such that the average particle size is very close to the initial 

value, the monodisperse results compare well with those obtained from polydisperse 

techniques.23 

 

5.2 Test Problem 2: Symmetric Bipolar Polydisperse Aerosol 

Vemury et al. considered a more realistic problem, the time dependant 

coagulation and electrostatic dispersion of an aerosol whose behavior is governed by the 

third equation in Table 1 and the initial distribution23 
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with 1,iδ  signifying that only the first size section group is populated by the initial 

distribution, which in this case corresponds to particles with a diameter of 1 µm. In other 

words the initial aerosol distribution is assumed monodisperse. The simulation parameter 

values are given in the third column of Table 3. The primary difference between this 

problem and the previous one is that now particles are allowed to change size after 

coagulation, thus conforming to conservation of mass and resulting in a more physically 

realistic problem. The solution to this problem is also obtained by solving the associated 

system of ordinary differential equations as described in Hounslow, subject to a 

geometric constraint.28 

 

5.3 Test Parameters 

To determine the statistical variation in the sampling and coagulation codes each 

simulation was run several times to obtain the mean and standard deviation of the process 

as shown in the results. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 3. Physical 

constants and other system parameters are given in the Appendix. 

Table 3: Test Problem Parameters.22, 23 
 Problem #1 Problem #2 

p+ 27 10 
p- -27 -10 

d (m) 10-6 10-6 
σ 5.92 2.96 

ρ (kg/m3) 1000 1000 
Simulated #/m3 105 106 

Real #/m3 1013 1013 
f 108 107 

Runs 10 10 
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF TEST PROBLEMS 

6.1 Test Problem 1 

Test problem 1 is the initial DSMC benchmarking case presented in this 

dissertation. The primary purpose of this problem was to demonstrate the feasibility of 

using the DSMC technique for simulating charged aerosol evolution. This purpose was 

accomplished by considering the simplest charged aerosol coagulation case possible, 

where charge and number are the only time dependant variables in the problem. In this 

problem an initial population of 105 charged monodisperse aerosol particles representing 

1013 real particles in a 1 m3 volume of air was allowed to evolve for 106.5 s. 

 

6.1.1 Charge Evolution 

The time dependant evolution of the aerosol’s charge distribution by two different 

techniques is shown in the following sequence of figures. Figure 4 shows the evolution of 

a symmetric bipolar charge distribution of a monodisperse aerosol after solving the 

associated system of discrete equations. Figure 5 shows the evolution of the same aerosol 

using the DSMC method. 
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Figure 4: Charge evolution of problem #1 aerosol by a discrete method. 

 

 

Figure 5: Charge evolution of problem #1 aerosol by the DSMC method. 
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The monodisperse aerosol evolution results obtained by Adachi et al.22 were 

successfully reproduced as shown in Figure 4. This plot shows four time steps in the 

evolution of the aerosol charge distribution. The first step at 0 s shows the initial 

distribution of the aerosol as given by Eq. (21). The second step at 1.5 s shows the highly 

charged particles quickly beginning to coagulate and a neutral/low charge central peak 

starts to develop, this loss of particles is most noticeable where the number concentration 

is highest. Closer inspection of the distribution shows that the sides of the charge peaks 

farther from a neutral charge than their charge peak decay faster than the sides closer to a 

neutral charge than their charge peak. This is behavior is expected as the probability for 

collision of these highly charged particles is greater than for the more neutrally charged 

particles; the noteworthy result of this behavior is that during the course of the aerosol 

evolution the charge peaks slowly drift toward neutrality. The third step at 31.5 s further 

illustrates the strong neutralizing tendency of charged particle coagulation as the initial 

peaks are almost gone due to coagulation, while the central peak has grown significantly. 

This step also shows the continued drift of the charge peaks toward the center. The final 

step at 106.5 s shows how further growth of the central peak has ended now that the 

highly charged peaks have been neutralized from coagulation. Note that in this problem 

there is little difference in the height of the central peak between the last two time steps. 

This is due to a transient equilibrium condition whereby the number concentration of the 

central peak is balanced between losses from neutral particle coagulation and growth 

from charged particle coagulation for a period of time. Further coagulation is slowed due 

to a lower particle number density and a weaker electrostatic attraction. 
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The DSMC evolution shown in Figure 5 is visually indistinguishable from the 

discrete results, with the most noticeable difference being the inclusion of error bars in 

the DSMC results to show the statistical uncertainty. An additional difference is the use 

of different scaling between Figure 4 and Figure 5; the analytical solution is normalized 

to 1 for the initial particle distribution, while the DSMC results are scaled to the 

simulated number of particles for each charge group. 

 

6.1.2 Number Density Evolution 

The percentages of particles remaining at several points in time for each 

simulation method used are given in Table 4 to illustrate the similarity of the two sets of 

results, along with the standard deviation of the mean when applicable. This shows that 

the DSMC results are equal to or slightly less than the discrete method for all time steps, 

with the difference between the two solutions never exceeding 0.2% of the initial number 

of particles for any time step. We have found that a comparison between the two solution 

methods using the total number of particles for each time step is a good indicator for the 

overall simulation quality. While this method of analysis lacks the charge distribution 

information, it provides adequate information to demonstrate similar evolution behavior 

between the two methods; as if there was a difference in charge distribution the aerosol 

interactions would quickly result in the divergence of the total number of particles 

remaining. 

Table 4: Percent of Particles Remaining after Evolution of Test Problem #1 (Δt=0.5s). 
Time (s) Discrete DSMC Charged DSMC Neutral 

0 99.997 100.0 100.0 
1.5 90.871 90.6 ± 0.1 99.5 

31.5 50.885 50.78 ± 0.07 90.0 
106.5 35.882 35.74 ± 0.06 72.7 
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The statistical uncertainty in the DSMC evolution comes from two sources. There 

is uncertainty in the initial distribution because it was generated from random sampling. 

Further uncertainty arises from the random nature of DSMC in aerosol evolution; this is 

illustrated in the non-symmetric distribution of uncertainty in Figure 5. Minor effects of 

electrostatic dispersion can also occur due to small amount of charge asymmetry 

originating in the initial particle sampling process. All of these factors contribute to the 

variations between the results of the discrete and DSMC methods. The uncertainty is 

initially greatest in the region of the charge peaks as both their initial and decayed values 

have the most room for statistical variation; as the central peak grows the uncertainty 

moves toward the neutral region. The uncertainty is largest in regions of greatest change, 

but decreasing as the population of a region approaches zero.  

 

The results of the evolution of an equivalent population of neutrally charged 

aerosols are included in Table 4 for the purpose of comparing the change in number 

density during charged aerosol evolution versus during uncharged aerosol evolution. One 

point of interest is the lack of uncertainty from the DSMC implementation; in a 

monodisperse, single component, neutrally charged aerosol all particles share the exact 

same characteristics and interaction probabilities where the only variable is the number 

concentration. Since every pair collision has the same interaction probability, which is 

equal to βmax, the ratio of probabilities in Eq. (12) will always be 1. The associated 

condition always evaluates TRUE, resulting in a pre-defined rate of coagulation such that 

in this case the DSMC technique yields a deterministic result. Also of interest is the 

extremely slow initial coagulation rate of the neutral aerosol relative to the charged 
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aerosol. The charged and neutral systems only approach a similar rate of change between 

the last two times steps. This rate equilibrium exists at this point because the charged 

system has depleted most of its high probability interactions and has achieved a much 

lower particle number density; while the neutral system now has a particle number 

density large enough, relative to the charged system, to counteract its lower individual 

particle interaction probability. 

 

6.1.3 Time Step Stability 

Sensitivity of the results to the time step was initially a point of concern, so a 

series of simulations were conducted with various time step sizes. The coagulation rate as 

a function of step size is illustrated in Figure 6; it should be noted the lines are mere 

visual aids, the data points only exist at the times given in Table 4, which are shown in 

detail in the inset figures. Variations of an order of magnitude in the time step only 

resulted in a change of 0.2% in the final result, which could also have been caused by the 

randomness of DSMC. These variations occurred during a set of simulations where the 

maximum percentage of number of collisions to number of particles within a time step 

was between 4 - 19% depending on the size of the time step. At higher percentages the 

number of particles coagulating per time step can have an impact on the accuracy of the 

sampling algorithm by over predicting the number of collisions that might occur. To 

ensure stability of the results, the time step employed was kept short enough to permit 

only a small percentage of particles to interact within it.  
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Figure 6: Change in results from time step variation. 

 

The DSMC simulation of a monodisperse charged aerosol was successfully 

conducted and the results were benchmarked against those obtained by using a discrete 

technique to solve the GDE. These results were found to be in close agreement with each 

other. The practical applicability of DSMC to such a simple problem is limited as it can 

be easily and more quickly solved with analytical methods after discretizing Eq. (1). 

Therefore the DSMC implementation used to solve this problem is primarily useful in the 

context of code development. 

 

6.2 Test Problem 2 

Test problem #2 is the DSMC benchmarking case for polydisperse charged 

aerosols. The objective of this work is further approached by considering a more realistic 

charged aerosol coagulation case relative to the monodisperse problem presented in 
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section 5.1 and discussed in section 6.1; mass/volume is now considered, in addition to 

charge and number, as the time dependant variables in the problem. In this problem an 

initial population of 106 charged monodisperse aerosol particles representing 1013 real 

particles in a 1 m3 volume of air are allowed to evolve for 104 s into a polydisperse 

aerosol. 

 

6.2.1 NTC Multiplier f 

The discussion of this problem begins by first presenting the numerical results 

obtained by a sectional method and the DSMC results when an initial particle density of 

106/m3 is considered, with the multiplier f = 1 in Eq. (11) as discussed in section 4.2.1. 

This test was performed in order to verify the scaling of aerosol particle number density 

between simulated and real particles. 106 particles per cubic meter is the highest 

simulated initial density that was implemented in this work for all the DSMC cases 

considered due to limits in computational power, and is thus suitable for comparing 

simulated versus real particles without scaling. It can be seen from Figure 7 and Figure 8 

that the results are equivalent between the two methods, and the DSMC results provide a 

benchmark for the application of f throughout this work. Also note that at such low 

particle number densities that the time scale is required to be on the order of millions of 

seconds for any noticeable coagulation to occur. 
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Figure 7: Charge evolution of problem #2 aerosol at low particle density testing multiplier f by a sectional 
method, collapsed over particle size. 

 

 

Figure 8: Charge evolution of problem #2 aerosol at low particle density testing multiplier f by the DSMC 
method, collapsed over particle size. 
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6.2.2 Charge Evolution 

The results of the problem under consideration scaled to full particle density are 

shown in the following figures. 

 

Figure 9: Charge evolution of problem #2 aerosol by a sectional method, collapsed over particle size. 
 

 

Figure 10: Charge evolution of problem #2 aerosol by the DSMC method, collapsed over particle size. 
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Figure 9 shows the evolution of a symmetric bipolar charge distribution of a polydisperse 

aerosol after solving the system of equations using a sectional technique. Figure 10 shows 

the evolution of the same aerosol using the DSMC method. 

 

The polydisperse aerosol evolution results obtained by Vemury et al.23 were 

successfully reproduced as shown in Figure 9. This plot shows five time steps in the 

aerosol evolution which have been collapsed over their spatial component into a two 

dimensional plot in order to display only the particle charge distributions. The first step at 

0 s shows the initial distribution of the aerosol as given by Eq. (22). The second step at 10 

s shows the highly charged particles quickly beginning to coagulate into the neutral/low 

charge region, this loss of particles is most noticeable where the number concentration is 

highest. Closer inspection of the distribution shows that the sides of the charge peaks 

farther from a neutral charge than their charge peak decay faster than the sides closer to a 

neutral charge than their charge peak. This behavior is expected as the probability for 

collision of these highly charged particles is greater than for the more neutrally charged 

particles; the noteworthy result of this behavior is that during the course of the aerosol 

evolution the charge peaks slowly drift toward neutrality. The third step at 100 s further 

illustrates the strong neutralizing tendency of charged particle coagulation as the initial 

peaks are now equivalent in height to the central peak, which has grown significantly. 

This step also shows the continued drift of the charge peaks toward the center. The fourth 

step at 103 s shows that decay of the central peak has begun now that the highly charged 

peaks have been neutralized from coagulation, leaving only the central peak. Note that at 

this time the charge distribution is a very broad, gently sloping peak that still contains a 
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small number of highly charged particles. The final step at 104 s shows that further 

coagulation is slowed, but continues to occur; this is due to a lower particle density and a 

weaker electrostatic attraction. The number concentration of the aerosol is now only a 

small fraction of its initial value, the characteristics of the aerosol at this time are difficult 

to distinguish in this figure and will be examined in more detail in subsection 6.2.3. 

While the aerosol in this problem was allowed to evolve for a longer time period than the 

aerosol in test problem #1, resulting in a significantly smaller peak upon completion of 

the simulation; examination of the early time development shows that the aerosol in this 

problem evolves at a significantly slower rate than in problem #1. This result is expected 

as the aerosol in problem #1 carries a much greater absolute charge, with peaks at |27| e. 

The peaks in this aerosol are at only |10| e, so the boosting effects of electrical charge on 

coagulation are not as strong in this problem relative to problem #1. 

 

The results obtained using the DSMC method as shown in Figure 10 compare so 

closely with those obtained by reproducing the work of Vemury et al.23 that they are 

visually indistinguishable. The simulation technique is so consistent that the standard 

deviation of the mean is visually difficult to resolve beyond a sequence of small 

horizontal lines, this will be further discussed in 6.2.5.  

 

6.2.3 Size and Charge Evolution 

To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and 

diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figures 11-14. 
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Figure 11: Distribution of problem #2 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 10 s. 

 

 

Figure 12: Distribution of problem #2 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 100 s. 
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Figure 13: Distribution of problem #2 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 103 s. 

 

 

Figure 14: Distribution of problem #2 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 104 s. 
 

 

It should first be noted that scaling along the vertical axis is not preserved within the 

sequence of figures to prevent the loss of fine details. The aerosol at 0 s is not shown as at 

this time all particles are 1 µm in diameter and the corresponding charge distribution for 

this time is shown in Figure 10. At 10 s into the simulation, Figure 11 illustrates the 
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discontinuities in the size distribution for small particles due to the limited combinations 

possible for an initially monodisperse distribution. The majority of the new particles 

formed by coagulation in the previous 10 s are 1.26 µm in diameter, which is the size of a 

particle created when two particles from the initial distribution coagulate. Even at this 

early time in the simulation a few larger particles have been formed, including ones as 

large as 2 µm; particles this large require the equivalence of eight initial particles 

coagulating in order to form. The next step at 100 s in Figure 12 shows that a majority of 

the bipolar distribution has coagulated into larger particles with a unipolar charge 

distribution, along with the creation of a number of particles of more than double the 

initial diameter. After 103 s have elapsed, as shown in Figure 13, the initial charged peaks 

are almost gone, at the same time there has been significant growth of larger particles. 

The largest peak at this time is the central peak formed by the coagulation of the initial 

particle distribution. Central peak formation is favored as the probability of particles 

coagulating into this group is amplified by the electrostatic force while particles leaving 

this group do so with little benefit from electrostatic coagulation; this further illustrates 

the strong neutralizing tendency of charged particle coagulation. The final step at 104s in 

Figure 14 shows the extensive decrease in particle number due to coagulation as the 

largest particles have increased in diameter by a factor of 5 from the initial distribution, 

which is equivalent to a mass increase of 125 times the mass of particles in the initial 

distribution. In addition the present particle distribution has significantly fewer highly 

charged particles as most of these have already undergone coagulation. It is noteworthy 

that within the set of particles with a charge greater than |20| e, most of those particles are 

larger than 3 µm. Such highly charged particles are the byproduct of several low 
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probability interactions; they are relatively stable in this scenario, due to their low 

velocity and the scarcity of small particles to interact with at this time. Overall 

coagulation is slowed due to a lower particle density and a weaker electrostatic attraction. 

 

The DSMC evolution shown in this sequence is similar in behavior to the 

sectional methods in the published literature.23 One interesting effect which is most 

visible in Figure 12 that was not observed (or remarked upon) in previous works is the 

alternating pattern of highly charged aerosol particles of a given size coagulating to form 

into slightly larger neutral or weakly charged aerosol particles, and then these neutral 

particles coagulating with the same size group of highly charged aerosol particles as in 

the previous step to form even larger aerosol particles at intermediate levels of charge. 

This effect is due to the non-continuous nature of particle size combinations possible 

when considering an initially monodisperse aerosol that is coagulating using a liquid drop 

model. It can be seen that as the particle size increases this effect is lost in the continuum 

because at larger sizes an individual size group is no longer formed by a unique 

combination of particle sizes. 

 

6.2.4 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution 

In this work the value of individual coagulation coefficients are purely a function 

of the parameters of the system and the properties of the two interacting particles. The 

average value of β is time dependant and significant information about the aerosol 

evolution can be gleaned from its consideration. Additional information about the aerosol 

evolution can be obtained by examining the distribution of coagulation kernels that are 
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accepted for collision with respect to the order in which they collide and their relationship 

to βmax. 

 

The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of 

the simulation is shown in Figure 15. This is not to be confused with the average 

interaction rate, as that is also a function of the particle number density and decreases 

even more rapidly than β. Between 0 - 10 s the average coagulation kernel is over 4.0 × 

10-15 (m3/s). This figure illustrates the rapid drop in high probability particle collisions 

between 10 - 100 s, and considering the massive growth in the central peak due to 

coagulation of highly charged particles in the earlier sequence the drop in the average 

value is a natural development of the charged particle depletion process. After 103 s the 

decline begins to decelerate as neutral coagulation becomes more significant, and the 

average value between time steps begins to diverge. At this point the aerosol number 

density has declined to a point where few particles are selected for interaction in any 

particular time step, resulting in significant variation between steps in the average value 

of β. 
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Figure 15: Evolution of the average value of the coagulation kernel for problem #2. 

 

Figure 16 illustrates two aspects of the NTC technique employed in the 

simulation; the results are from a single simulation, but are representative of the 

simulation set. The solid black upper line at about 1.2 × 10-14 (m3/s) is βmax and represents 

the maximum value expected to possibly be selected within that time step, to optimize 

simulation efficiency this value should be as small as possible without undercutting 

potential interaction probabilities. This is achieved by incrementally adjusting its value 

through the course of the simulation. The grey dots represent the distribution of 

successful collisions and their corresponding values for β. It should be noted that while 

the upper region is sparsely populated and computational efficiency could be improved 

by lowering βmax, this would result in the neglect of the particle pairs with the highest 

interaction probabilities and therefore must be avoided. Only 1 out of every 50 data 

points is shown in this figure to prevent oversaturation of the plot and permit the 

distribution of kernel values to more easily be distinguished, as these values are 
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sequential selections from a random distribution they are indicative of the distribution as 

a whole. Note that the quantity measured in the abscissa is collision number, not time, in 

order to more clearly show the important transitions in particle coagulation which occur. 

Time is not linear with collision number, but an approximate relationship is: 10 s and 9.0 

× 104 collisions, 100 s and 4.1 × 105 collisions and 103 s and 8.2 × 105 collisions. 

Examination of this figure shows a sequence of distinctive horizontal lines can be seen at 

higher coagulation kernel values that correspond to varying discrete charge combinations 

that increase the probability of interaction above that of neutral coagulation. After these 

collisions have partially exhausted the supply of highly charged small particles it can be 

seen that a continuum region of lower probability develops that dominates the second 

half of the collisions that occur. The line at β  0.75 × 10-15 (m3/s) corresponds with 

coagulation of particles from the central peak, formed by coagulation of the initial 

distribution. As more weakly charged and neutral particles form, their different diameters 

cause this initially sharp line to diverge. Within this continuum region there is a particle 

size property which drives the coagulation coefficient above or below the initial neutral 

line. A large particle moves slowly with regard to Brownian motion, but has a large 

surface that increases its interaction rate with small, fast moving particles. Large particles 

coagulate slowly with each other due to their low velocities, while small particles 

coagulate slowly with each other due to their small collision cross-sections.30 While this 

relationship is important in neutrally charged particle coagulation, it is insignificant 

relative to the forces exerted on charged aerosols. Finally, the collisions occurring below 

the region of neutral particle interaction belong to particles of the same charge 

overcoming their mutual repulsion and coagulating. 
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Figure 16: Evolution of βmax and collisional β values for problem #2. 

 

6.2.5 Number Density Evolution 

The percentages of particles remaining at several points in time for each 

simulation method used are given in Table 5 to illustrate the similarity of the two sets of 

results. This shows that the DSMC code results are very close to the sectional results for 

all time steps, with the difference between the two solutions never exceeding 0.3% of the 

initial number of particles for any time step. This close correlation with the numerical 

solution along with the small standard deviation of the mean gives confidence in the 

stability of this application of the DSMC technique. 

Table 5: Percent of Particles Remaining after Evolution of Test Problem #2 (Δt=2.0s). 
Time (s) Sectional DSMC Charged DSMC Neutral 

0 99.982 100.0 100.0 

10 91.385 91.278 ± 0.006 96.6631 ± 0.0001 
100 59.202 58.90 ± 0.02 74.383 ± 0.001 
103 18.616 18.541 ± 0.008 22.57 ± 0.01 
104 2.643 2.665 ± 0.002 2.84 ± 0.01 
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The analysis previously applied in section 6.1.2 regarding the sources of 

statistically uncertainty within the DSMC results also apply to this problem. Some 

differences are that problem #2 utilized 106 simulated particles, relative to problem #1 

which used only 105 particles. This higher number of particles is the reason the statistical 

uncertainty is significantly lower in this problem relative to the monodisperse problem. 

The calculated uncertainty is significantly smaller than the relatively small difference 

between the results of the DSMC and sectional techniques. The source of this small 

difference is undetermined, but may be reasonably attributed to the assumptions inherent 

in the sectional technique. 

 

The results of the evolution of an equivalent group of neutrally charged aerosols 

are included in Table 5 for purposes of comparing charged and uncharged aerosol 

evolution, with the only difference being that only 105 particles were used for the 

simulation because without charge a sample size of 106 was not needed to maintain the 

desired uncertainty (the DSMC code was written to maintain equivalent real particle 

density independent of the simulated particle density). The initially small, but growing 

uncertainty is due to causes similar to those discussed in the monodisperse case; the 

aerosol particles all initially share the same characteristics and interaction probabilities. 

The only difference in this case is size, which yields some variation in the coagulation 

coefficients calculated through the simulation. The lower interaction rate of the neutral 

aerosol system relative to the charged system initially results in a significantly higher 

number density midway through the simulation. This leads to the situation where, after 

the charged aerosol system has exhausted its highly charged particles and their potential 
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for high interaction rates, the higher particle number density neutral aerosol exceeds the 

charged aerosol in its coagulation rate, and begins to approach the charged system in 

aerosol number depletion. 

 

While the total number of particles remaining is similar between the two systems; 

the size distribution varies between them, as shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18. 

 

Figure 17: Particle size distribution of problem #2 aerosol at t = 104 s. 

 

 

Figure 18: Particle size distribution of problem #2 neutral equivalent aerosol at t = 104 s. 
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It should be noted that these figures have been normalized to an equivalent initial particle 

number density for proper comparison. The difference between these two results can be 

difficult to visually distinguish, therefore the difference between each charged and neutral 

aerosol size bin as a percentage of the average value of that aerosol bin is plotted in 

Figure 19. It can be seen that with the exception of a few points the relationship between 

these two systems is characterized by a linear increase from a net deficit to a net surplus 

of particles in the charged case relative to the neutral case. The massive drop at 1 µm is 

attributed to the high interaction probability of the initial particle distribution in the 

charged case, which leads to the spike at 1.2 µm. This spike is composed primarily of 

neutral and weakly charged particles that have a low interaction probability relative to 

other particles in the charged aerosol. The overall surplus of large particles can be 

attributed to the ability of charge effects to improve the probability of two medium sized 

particles interacting to form a large one over their uncharged coagulation “preference” of 

interacting with small particles. This has the potential to result in more rapid gravitational 

settling of particles in the charged case as large particle formation is favored, if the 

effects of charge do not lead to the particles interacting with non-aerosol materials before 

they coagulate into larger, more neutral particles. 
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Figure 19: Charged aerosol particles in excess of neutral particles as a percentage difference. 
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7. ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS 

The test problems used in development of this implementation of DSMC and the 

testing of its coagulation functionality were presented in the previous chapters. This 

chapter contains the results and discussions for five additional cases corresponding to 

those considered by Oron and Seinfeld,25 and a comparison of the results obtained from 

using the previously described sectional and DSMC methods, recalling that the sectional 

technique employed in this work is that of Vemury et al.,23 not Oron and Seinfeld.25 The 

emphasis of this chapter is the exploration of additional charge distributions, charge 

asymmetry, and electrostatic dispersion. The conditions for these cases are the same as 

those for problem #2, except for the initial parameters laid out in Table 6, that Δt=0.5s, 

and that the selected times for analysis are given in the results figures. Note that when p+ 

and p- are equal it signifies a single peak of double height. 

Table 6: Initial Parameters for Additional Problems.25 
Case # p- p+ σ d (m) 

1 0 0 2.96 10-6 
2 -10 10 2.96 10-6 
3 -10 -10 5.92 10-6 
4 -30 -10 2.96 10-6 
5 -14 6 2.96 10-6 

 
 

7.1 Case 1: Symmetric Unipolar (Boltzmann) 

Case 1 involves the study of an aerosol with the Boltzmann equilibrium charge 

distribution, which is a symmetric unipolar charge distribution centered at zero charge. 

Unlike the previously considered problems, this problem involves an aerosol where very 

few particles are highly charged. The results of this aerosol evolving over the course of 

200 s are shown and discussed in the following subsections. 
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7.1.1 Charge Evolution 

The charge distribution results of this case at several time steps are shown in the 

following figures. 

 

Figure 20: Charge evolution of case #1 aerosol by a sectional method, collapsed over particle size. 

 

 

Figure 21: Charge evolution of case #1 aerosol by the DSMC method, collapsed over particle size. 
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The results obtained by Oron and Seinfeld25 were successfully reproduced as shown in 

Figure 20. Figure 21 shows the evolution of the same aerosol using the DSMC method 

and the two figures are visually in close agreement. The charge evolution of case #1 is 

characterized by the gradual decay of the central peak. Note that the elapsed time 

between the last two time steps is double the elapsed time between earlier time steps, yet 

the peak drops by about the same amount due to particle number density decay. The 

number density of the more highly charged regions where the particles carry a charge of 

|7| e or more is relatively unaffected over the course of the charge evolution. This is 

primarily due to the high probability of such a particle interacting with a particle carrying 

little or no charge, due to the present charge distribution, so that the coagulation of these 

two results in a particle with a charge near that of the initial highly charged particle. 

 

Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 7, 

where results from both methods are presented. 

Table 7: Charge Characteristics of Case #1. 

Time (s) Average Absolute Charge per Particle (e) Average Asymmetry per Particle (e) 
Sectional DSMC Sectional DSMC 

0 2.3397 2.3507 ± 0.0003 0 (-1.1 ± 0.9) × 10-3 
45 2.4142 2.4292 ± 0.0004 1.7997 × 10-15 (-1 ± 1) × 10-3 

100 2.4893 2.5141 ± 0.0008 1.8003 × 10-15 (-1.2 ± 0.1) × 10-3 
200 2.5985 2.6464 ± 0.0009 2.0801 × 10-15 (-1.4 ± 0.1) × 10-3 

 

The absolute in the average charge per particle is necessary to provide any meaningful 

information; otherwise the result would be near zero for any symmetric distribution. The 

charge per particle increases through the course of simulation as the small population of 

highly charged particles remains relatively constant while the large population of weakly 

charged particles is depleted. These results are quite close in both methods, with the 
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sectional results being slightly lower due to limitations of the technique and to particles 

potentially going out of bounds and being lost. The average asymmetry per particle in a 

symmetric aerosol is from several sources. In the case of the sectional technique these 

numbers are nearly zero and are primarily a mathematical artifact with no physical 

meaning. In the DSMC case these small numbers are due to a very small charge 

asymmetry in the initial distribution, due to random sampling, that propagates itself by 

means of electrostatic dispersion. 

 

7.1.2 Size and Charge Evolution 

To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and 

diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figure 22 through Figure 24. 

 

Figure 22: Distribution of case #1 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 45 s. 
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Figure 23: Distribution of case #1 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 100 s. 

 

 

Figure 24: Distribution of case #1 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 200 s. 

 

In this case large particle formation occurs at a slower rate relative to other problems 

considered due to a significantly lower average charged coagulation kernel. The resulting 

weakly charged particle interactions are similar in behavior to those of uncharged 

particles. This leads to the majority of particles being less than 1.26 µm in diameter and a 
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very small number of particles forming at a diameter greater than 2.5 µm within the time 

span under consideration. Very little significant particle growth occurs above 2.0 µm 

after 100 s have passed because the most probable particles to combine with the large 

particles are 1.0 µm in diameter and therefore do not make a significant contribution at 

that particle size. 

 

7.1.3 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution 

The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of 

the simulation is shown in Figure 25.  

 

Figure 25: Evolution of the average value of the coagulation kernel for case #1. 

 

Within the entire 200 s simulation the average coagulation kernel increases slightly from 

7.44 × 10-16 to 7.54 × 10-16 (m3/s). This slight increase shows that the effects of charge on 

the average rate are minimal, as the slight increase is due to particle growth creating more 

particle combinations that are favorable to coagulation. This slight increase is 
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insignificant to the overall particle coagulation rate, which has dropped significantly over 

the course of the simulation due to particle number density depletion. 

 

Figure 26 shows the development of βmax and the distribution of successful 

collisional kernel values. The variable βmax, represented by the upper black line, is 

significantly higher than the majority of the kernel distribution, represented by the gray 

dots. This high value of βmax is governed by the relatively few highly charged particles 

that exist in this aerosol population. The dips in the βmax line represent attempts by the 

algorithm to lower the value of βmax to improve computational efficiency, as within that 

particular time step no high value kernels were observed. Within the distribution itself the 

vast majority of collisions occur within a small band that signifies the slight effects of 

charge on coagulation within this aerosol. The relatively static distribution with respect to 

collision number corresponds with the relatively smooth evolution of this aerosol. 

 

Figure 26: Evolution of βmax and collisional β values for case #1. 
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7.1.4 Number Density Evolution 

The percentages of particles and the total mass remaining at several points in time 

for each simulation method used are given in Table 8 to illustrate the similarity of the two 

sets of results. This shows that the DSMC code results are very close to the sectional 

results for all time steps, with the results being within four significant figures for any time 

step. This close correlation with the numerical solution along with the small standard 

deviation of the mean gives confidence in the results obtained from applying the DSMC 

technique to this simple case. 

Table 8: Percent of Particles and Total Mass Remaining after Evolution of Case #1 (Δt=0.5s). 

Time (s) Percent of Particles Remaining Mass Remaining (g) 
Sectional DSMC Sectional DSMC 

0 99.998 100.0 5.23587 5.23599 
45 86.363 86.365 ± 0.01 5.23457 5.23598 ± 0.00001 

100 74.010 74.00 ± 0.01 5.23242 5.23599 ± 0.00001 
200 58.710 58.71 ± 0.01 5.22741 5.23598 ± 0.00002 

 

The simplicity of this aerosol distribution contributed to the close correlation between the 

results of the methods employed. The mass of the aerosol is now under consideration as 

electrostatic dispersion is more fully examined in the following cases. As this aerosol is 

symmetrically charged the effects of electrostatic dispersion should be trivial. The mass 

lost in the sectional method evolution is attributed to the technique and its 

implementation. The mass lost within the DSMC evolution is insignificant and can be 

attributed to minor asymmetry in the initial distribution due to its generation by random 

sampling. 
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7.2 Case 2: Symmetric Bipolar 

Case 2 involves the study of an aerosol with a symmetric bipolar charge 

distribution with peaks at ± 10 e. This case is similar to problem #2, but over a much 

shorter time span, with more attention to be paid to early time results. The results of this 

aerosol evolving over the course of 444 s are shown and discussed in the following 

subsections. 

 

7.2.1 Charge Evolution 

The charge distribution results of this case at several time steps are shown in the 

following figures; where the results obtained by Oron and Seinfeld25 were successfully 

reproduced as shown in Figure 27. Figure 28 shows the evolution of the same aerosol 

using the DSMC method and the two figures are visually in close agreement. The charge 

evolution of case #2 is characterized by the rapid decay of the two charged peaks and the 

formation of a single central peak. Note that unlike case #1, in this aerosol the number 

density in regions populated by highly charged particles decreases rapidly as particles 

coagulate with other highly charged particles carrying the opposite charge. The result is a 

nearly triangular charge distribution after 444 s. 
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Figure 27: Charge evolution of case #2 aerosol by a sectional method, collapsed over particle size. 

 

 

Figure 28: Charge evolution of case #2 aerosol by the DSMC method, collapsed over particle size. 
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Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 9, 

where results from both methods are presented. 

Table 9: Charge Characteristics of Case #2. 

Time (s) Average Absolute Charge per Particle (e) Average Asymmetry per Particle (e) 
Sectional DSMC Sectional DSMC 

0 9.9966 10.0019 ± 0.0009 -8.8818 × 10-16 (1 ± 3) × 10-3 
12 9.1467 9.157 ± 0.001 1.9750 × 10-15 (1 ± 3) × 10-3 
44 7.7349 7.779 ± 0.004 -2.4059 × 10-15 (0.7 ± 2) × 10-3 

124 6.2103 6.310 ± 0.002 1.6124 × 10-15 (0.5 ± 1) × 10-3 
444 4.8791 4.977 ± 0.002 -1.4290 × 10-15 (3 ± 1) × 10-3 

 

The charge per particle decreases as expected through the course of simulation as the 

large population of highly charged particles is depleted by coagulation and leads to an 

increasing population of weakly charged and uncharged particles. These results are quite 

close in both methods, with the sectional results being slightly lower due to highly 

charged particles potentially going out of bounds and being lost. The non-zero values for 

the average asymmetry per particle in this case is of no physical meaning, just as in the 

previous symmetric aerosol. Note that the uncertainty of the asymmetry in the DSMC 

case is greater than the actual value, this means that in the group of simulations ran for 

this case some were slightly asymmetric above, and some below, zero; this behavior is 

expected when the initial distribution is generated by random sampling. 

 

7.2.2 Size and Charge Evolution 

To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and 

diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figure 29 through Figure 32. 
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Figure 29: Distribution of case #2 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 12 s. 

 

 

Figure 30: Distribution of case #2 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 44 s. 
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Figure 31: Distribution of case #2 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 124 s. 

 

 

Figure 32: Distribution of case #2 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 444 s. 

 

Large particle formation is greatly accelerated in this case due to the strong electrostatic 

influence on coagulation. The coagulation coefficient for a particle at one charge peak 

interacting with one from the other peak is increased by a factor of five over the normal 

Brownian coagulation coefficient, leading to the creation of the central charge peak at 
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1.26 µm in diameter, which becomes the largest peak through most of the simulation. The 

strong charge effects also lead to particles being formed up to 3 µm in diameter over the 

course of the simulation.  

 

The same effect described in problem #2 is also visible in Figure 31 and Figure 

32. That effect is the alternating pattern of highly charged aerosol particles of a given size 

coagulating to form into slightly larger neutral or weakly charged aerosol particles, and 

then these neutral particles coagulating with the same size group of highly charged 

aerosol particles as in the previous step to form even larger aerosol particles at 

intermediate levels of charge. What can be more readily seen in Figure 32 is that as this 

effect decays in larger particle bins the double peaked charge distribution is replaced by a 

very broad flat topped charge distribution, while the neutral peak charge distribution 

remains narrower. This is best illustrated in the 1.7 µm and 1.8 µm size bins. 

 

7.2.3 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution 

The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of 

the simulation is shown in Figure 33. During this 444 s simulation the average 

coagulation kernel decreases in what appears to be an exponentially decaying curve from 

an initial value of 4.5 × 10-15 to less than 1.5 × 10-15 (m3/s). This shows that the highly 

probable particle coagulation combinations are rapidly depleted such that the coagulation 

coefficient has decreased by half of its total change within the first 75 s. Also to be noted 

is the slight divergence in the average value in the later parts of the simulation due to 

fewer particles interacting in those time steps. 
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Figure 33: Evolution of the average value of the coagulation kernel for case #2. 

 

Figure 34 shows the development of βmax and the distribution of successful 

collisional kernel values. βmax, represented by the upper black line, is relatively constant 

throughout the simulation. The distribution of the coagulation kernel values in this figure 

show the same development as in Figure 16, this is expected as the difference between 

them is a matter of the time scale considered. With respect to the time scale, in case #2 

there were about 7 × 105 collision over 444 s, while in problem #2 there were almost 1 × 

106 collision over 103 s. Since the aerosol distributions are equivalent it can be inferred 

that case #2 represents about 70% of the total particle evolution of problem #2, in less 

than 5% of the represented time. For complete analysis of this distribution see section 

6.2.4. 
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Figure 34: Evolution of βmax and collisional β values for case #2. 

 

7.2.4 Number Density Evolution 

The percentages of particles and the total mass remaining at several points in time 

for each simulation method used are given in Table 10 to illustrate the similarity of the 

two sets of results. This shows that the DSMC code results are very close to the sectional 

results for all time steps, with the results varying by no more than 0.1% for any time step. 

This close correlation with the numerical solution along with the small standard deviation 

of the mean gives confidence in the results obtained from applying the DSMC technique 

to this case. 

Table 10: Percent of Particles and Total Mass Remaining after Evolution of Case #2 (Δt=0.5s). 

Time (s) Percent of Particles Remaining Mass Remaining (g) 
Sectional DSMC Sectional DSMC 

0 99.982 100.0 5.23503 5.23599 
12 89.944 89.934 ± 0.008 5.23451 5.23601 ± 0.00003 
44 73.833 73.76 ± 0.01 5.23369 5.23599 ± 0.00002 

124 55.084 54.928 ± 0.007 5.23364 5.23601 ± 0.00005 
444 31.077 30.92 ± 0.01 5.22691 5.23605 ± 0.00004 
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The minute fluctuations in the mass remaining between the two methods are trivial and 

can be attributed: in the sectional case to the technique and its implementation, and in the 

DSMC case to minor asymmetry in the initial distribution due to its generation by 

random sampling. 

 

7.3 Case 3: Asymmetric Unipolar 

Case 3 involves the study of an aerosol with an asymmetric unipolar charge 

distribution centered at -10 e and a standard deviation of the charge distribution at twice 

that of the other cases at 5.92. This case begins the treatment of aerosol distributions 

where electrostatic dispersion plays a significant role. The results of this aerosol evolving 

over the course of 444 s are shown and discussed in the following subsections. 

 

7.3.1 Charge Evolution 

The charge distribution results of this case at several time steps are shown in the 

following figures; where the results obtained by Oron and Seinfeld25 were successfully 

reproduced as shown in Figure 35. Figure 36 shows the evolution of the same aerosol 

using the DSMC method and the two figures are visually in close agreement. The charge 

evolution of case #3 is characterized by the rapid decay of the charge peak due to 

electrostatic dispersion. In addition the peak appears to shift toward a more charge neutral 

position due to the more rapid loss of highly charged particles, while still maintaining 

symmetry about the peak. Note that about half of the charge peak height is lost within the 

first 10% of the simulation, after which the effects of electrostatic dispersion begin to 

slow down. 
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Figure 35: Charge evolution of case #3 aerosol by a sectional method, collapsed over particle size. 

 

 

Figure 36: Charge evolution of case #3 aerosol by the DSMC method, collapsed over particle size. 
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Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 

11, where results from both methods are presented. 

Table 11: Charge Characteristics of Case #3. 

Time (s) Average Absolute Charge per Particle (e) Average Asymmetry per Particle (e) 
Sectional DSMC Sectional DSMC 

0 10.2115 10.224 ± 0.002 -9.9915 -10.002 ± 0.002 
12 9.6411 9.646 ± 0.002 -9.3956 -9.399 ± 0.002 
44 8.6987 8.700 ± 0.003 -8.4067 -8.407 ± 0.003 

444 6.2122 6.267 ± 0.003 -5.7460 -5.826 ± 0.003 
 

Once again the results between the sectional and DSMC methods are in close agreement, 

with the sectional results being slightly lower due to technique losses. However, the 

primary point of interest here is the evolution of the charge asymmetry and its 

comparison to the absolute charge. The average asymmetry per particle represents the 

average particle charge if the charge distribution were to have an average value as close 

to neutral as possible. In this case that value is effectively at the center of the charge 

peak, the average absolute charge has a slightly greater value due to the contribution of 

the small number of particles with a charge greater than zero. The difference in 

magnitude between these two properties starts at about 0.2, and by the end of the 

simulation is almost 0.5. This divergence in values signifies that while the charge per 

particle is decreasing, a significant contributor to the decrease is the electrostatic 

dispersion of highly charged particles, resulting in the asymmetry decreasing even faster 

than the net charge. 

 

7.3.2 Size and Charge Evolution 

To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and 

diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figure 37 through Figure 39. 
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Figure 37: Distribution of case #3 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 12 s. 

 

 

Figure 38: Distribution of case #3 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 44 s. 
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Figure 39: Distribution of case #3 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 444 s. 

 

In this case the main driving force of aerosol evolution is electrostatic dispersion, which 

is due to the significant asymmetry of the charge distribution. At 12 s into the simulation 

the number density of the aerosol has already experienced a significant drop due to 

dispersion, but very few particles have coagulated. This continues to be the case at 44 s, 

though now a small number of particles have formed with a diameter of 1.26 µm and an 

even smaller number of particles have formed at larger diameters. Coagulation only 

becomes a significant contributor to the evolution of this aerosol after 444 s have passed. 

Now particles larger than 2 µm have formed, and the particle charge distribution at 1.26 

µm is now large enough to obtain information based on its shape. Note that while the 

charge distribution of the initial peak is shifting to a more neutral charge due to 

electrostatic dispersion, the peak at 1.26 µm begins to form near the position of the initial 

charge peak at -10 e. This also holds true for the larger diameter particles and results 

from a combination of the probabilities of formation due to coagulation, and that 
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coagulation into these larger diameter groups occurs faster than electrostatic dispersion 

operates on them. 

 

7.3.3 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution 

The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of 

the simulation is shown in Figure 40. During this 444 s simulation the average 

coagulation kernel decreases rapidly from an initial value of 1.3 × 10-15 to about 8 × 10-16 

(m3/s). The drop in β which is shown in this figure originates from a different source than 

in the previous cases where it was due to charge depletion due to coagulation. In this case 

the drop is due to the loss of highly charged particles by means of electrostatic dispersion, 

resulting in lower values of β as the simulation progresses. This decline decelerates 

between 100 and 150 s, which can also be interpreted as a decline in the rate of 

electrostatic dispersion. Since few particles coagulate in this case that the average value 

of the coagulation kernel is highly variable as shown in the figure. 

 

Figure 40: Evolution of the average value of the coagulation kernel for case #3. 
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Figure 41 shows the development of βmax and the distribution of successful 

collisional kernel values. Unlike the previous cases where only 1 out of every 50 particles 

was shown, so few particles coagulate in this case that 1 out of 10 is shown. The variable 

βmax, represented by the upper black line, grows slightly but is otherwise relatively 

constant throughout the simulation. Note that there are very few collisions occurring at 

values close to βmax, based on this information the simulation coagulations occurring in 

this case are not as efficient as possible, but since these coagulation kernels are an order 

of magnitude less than in other cases it does not noticeably affect the run-time of the 

simulation. The distribution of the coagulation kernel values in this figure shows that the 

majority of collisions occur at or below the kernel for neutral coagulation, and in the 

region of repulsive electrostatic coagulation. This behavior is expected as very few 

positively charged particles exist in this aerosol to facilitate attractive coagulation. 

 

Figure 41: Evolution of βmax and collisional β values for case #3. 
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7.3.4 Number Density Evolution 

The percentages of particles and the total mass remaining at several points in time 

for each simulation method used are given in Table 12 to illustrate the similarity of the 

two sets of results. This shows that the DSMC code results are very close to the sectional 

results for all time steps, with the number density results varying by no more than 0.07% 

for any time step. This close correlation with the numerical solution along with the small 

standard deviation of the mean gives confidence in the results obtained from applying the 

DSMC technique to this case and in the stability of the DSMC technique. 

Table 12: Percent of Particles and Total Mass Remaining after Evolution of Case #3 (Δt=0.5s). 

Time (s) Percent of Particles Remaining Mass Remaining (g) 
Sectional DSMC Sectional DSMC 

0 99.9736 100.0 5.23460 5.23599 
12 80.6937 80.64 ± 0.01 4.27851 4.2757 ± 0.0007 
44 56.1196 56.04 ± 0.02 3.06571 3.061 ± 0.001 

444 16.8418 16.77 ± 0.01 1.14380 1.1312 ± 0.0007 
 

This case considers the first aerosol evolution in this work where the loss of mass during 

the simulation was not trivial. 78% of the original mass of the aerosol was lost due to 

electrostatic dispersion, yet this only reduced the asymmetry of the charge distribution by 

43%. This reflects the very strong effect of charge asymmetry on the overall evolution of 

this aerosol. However, it should be noted how rapidly the strength of electrostatic 

dispersion declined by considering that a little over half the mass loss occurred in the first 

10% of the simulation. Comparing the mass lost with the decrease in number density it 

can be seen that coagulation was responsible for only about 5% of the number density 

decrease, with the rest due to electrostatic dispersion. 
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7.4 Case 4: Strongly Asymmetric Bipolar 

Case 4 involves the study of an aerosol with a strongly asymmetric bipolar charge 

distribution with peaks at -30 e and -10 e. This case continues the treatment of aerosol 

distributions where electrostatic dispersion plays a significant role. Unlike the previous 

case where the tail of the charge distribution was positive, in this case there are 

effectively no positively charged aerosol particles. The results of this aerosol evolving 

over the course of 444 s are shown and discussed in the following subsections. 

 

7.4.1 Charge Evolution 

The charge distribution results of this case at several time steps are shown in the 

following figures; where the results obtained by Oron and Seinfeld25 were successfully 

reproduced as shown in Figure 42. Figure 43 shows the evolution of the same aerosol 

using the DSMC method and the two figures are visually in close agreement. The charge 

evolution of case #4 is characterized by the rapid decay of the highly charged peak and 

the slow decay of the weakly charged peak due to electrostatic dispersion. In addition the 

peaks shifted toward a more charge neutral position due to the more rapid loss of highly 

charged particles in each peak, relative to the entire peak. This shift is more noticeable in 

the weakly charged peak as the relative asymmetry as a function of charge per particle is 

stronger for this peak, resulting in a stronger peak shift even though electrostatic 

dispersion causes the strongly charged peak to decline more rapidly. 
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Figure 42: Charge evolution of case #4 aerosol by a sectional method, collapsed over particle size. 

 

 

Figure 43: Charge evolution of case #4 aerosol by the DSMC method, collapsed over particle size. 
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Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 

13, where results from both methods are presented. 

Table 13: Charge Characteristics of Case #4. 

Time (s) Average Absolute Charge per Particle (e) Average Asymmetry per Particle (e) 
Sectional DSMC Sectional DSMC 

0 19.9965 19.999 ± 0.002 -19.9965 -19.999 ± 0.002 
12 16.6587 16.618 ± 0.006 -16.6583 -16.618 ± 0.006 
44 13.3672 13.338 ± 0.005 -13.3666 -13.337 ± 0.005 

124 10.9253 10.910 ± 0.007 -10.9243 -10.908 ± 0.007 
444 9.0315 9.003 ± 0.008 -9.0300 -9.000 ± 0.008 

 

Once again the results between the sectional and DSMC methods are in close agreement, 

never differing by more than 0.03 elementary charge units. Because essentially all the 

charged particles in this case share the same sign the average absolute charge per particle 

and the average asymmetry per particle are effectively the same except for their sign, the 

very small difference between them is assumed to be due to the trivial number of particle 

coagulations that occur. Since there are no positively charged particles available for 

coagulation and charge neutralization the only means for these charges to decrease is by 

electrostatic dispersion. The average charge per particle is reduced by almost half within 

the first 124 s of the simulation by this process. At this time almost all of the particles 

from the highly charged peak have dispersed, resulting in a dramatically lower rate of 

dispersion for the remainder of the simulation. Less than 20% of the initial charge is lost 

in the final 320 s of the simulation from electrostatic dispersion. 

 

7.4.2 Size and Charge Evolution 

To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and 

diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figure 44 through Figure 47. 
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Figure 44: Distribution of case #4 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 12 s. 

 

 

Figure 45: Distribution of case #4 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 44 s. 
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Figure 46: Distribution of case #4 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 124 s. 

 

 

Figure 47: Distribution of case #4 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 444 s. 

 

In this case the solitary driving force of aerosol evolution is electrostatic dispersion, 

which is due to the significant asymmetry of the charge distribution. The highly charged 

peak rapidly drops in size, becoming almost non-existent by the end of the simulation. 

The more weakly charged peak disperses more slowly, and is the primary contributor of 
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particles to the small amount of coagulation that does occur. Because all particles in this 

aerosol share the same charge sign the coagulation kernel is reduced below its neutral 

charge value for all particle combinations. This resulted in coagulation occurring so 

infrequently that no particle was formed with a mass greater than four times the mass of 

an initial particle. The particles that did coagulate predominately originated from the peak 

centered at -10 e. As the less highly charged peak, and later the more populated peak, the 

probability of its particles coagulating suffered less than the probability of particles in the 

peak centered at -30 e. The very small charge peak that did form among the larger 

particles appears to be on the same size scale as the remnant of the highly charged peak 

after 444 s. 

 

7.4.3 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution 

The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of 

the simulation is shown in Figure 48. During this 444 s simulation the average 

coagulation kernel disperses rapidly from an initial value of 1.7 × 10-16 (m3/s) to a range 

between 2 × 10-17 and 4 × 10-16 (m3/s). This highly erratic behavior is due to the fewest 

number of particles coagulating of any case considered. There are only five particles on 

average coagulating within a given time step, relative to the hundreds of coagulations that 

occur in the course of a time step in other cases. This inherently randomizes the value of 

β between time steps. The entire range of values considered here is very low due to the 

repulsive electrostatic forces operating on the aerosol particles; for comparison the 

neutral coagulation kernel for 1 µm particles is on the order of 7 × 10-16 (m3/s), which is 

several multiples higher than what is encountered in this case.  
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Figure 48: Evolution of the average value of the coagulation kernel for case #4. 

 

Figure 49 shows the development of βmax and the distribution of successful 

collisional kernel values. In this case such a small number of particles coagulate that all 

of them are shown. The variable βmax, represented by the upper black line, undergoes a 

steep decline after about 25 high interaction probability collisions occur above the neutral 

coagulation line. The variable βmax then reaches a point of oscillating stability for the final 

third of the simulation. In this simulation less than 5000 pairs of particles coagulated out 

of an initial population of 106, this case demonstrates the capability of strong charging to 

seriously hinder particle coagulation. 
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Figure 49: Evolution of βmax and collisional β values for case #4. 

 

7.4.4 Number Density Evolution 

The percentages of particles and the total mass remaining at several points in time 

for each simulation method used are given in Table 14. This shows that the DSMC code 

results are close to the sectional results for all time steps, with the number density results 

varying by no more than 0.3% for any time step. This close correlation with the 

numerical solution along with the small standard deviation of the mean gives confidence 

in the results obtained from applying the DSMC technique to cases where electrostatic 

dispersion is the dominant phenomena. 

Table 14: Percent of Particles and Total Mass Remaining after Evolution of Case #4 (Δt=0.5s). 

Time (s) Percent of Particles Remaining Mass Remaining (g) 
Sectional DSMC Sectional DSMC 

0 99.9908 100.0 5.23551 5.23599 
12 55.8305 55.51 ± 0.01 2.92574 2.9092 ± 0.0007 
44 31.3491 31.25 ± 0.01 1.64672 1.6413 ± 0.0006 

124 18.2426 18.22 ± 0.01 0.96325 0.9622 ± 0.0006 
444 8.6103 8.631 ± 0.007 0.46139 0.4622 ± 0.0004 
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This case involves the greatest mass loss and the most extreme electrostatic 

dispersion considered in this work. About 91% of the original mass of the aerosol was 

lost due to electrostatic dispersion, and the asymmetry of the charge distribution was 

reduced by 43%. This reflects the very strong effect of charge asymmetry on the overall 

evolution of an aerosol. The strength of electrostatic dispersion declined even more 

rapidly than in the previous case when considering that 75% of the mass loss occurred in 

the first 10% of the simulation. Comparing the mass lost with the decrease in number 

density it can be seen that coagulation in this case was trivial, being responsible for only 

about 0.2% of the number density decrease, the rest was due to electrostatic dispersion. 

 

7.5 Case 5: Weakly Asymmetric Bipolar 

Case 5 involves the study of an aerosol with a strongly asymmetric bipolar charge 

distribution with peaks at -14 e and 6 e. This case continues the treatment of aerosol 

distributions where electrostatic dispersion plays a significant role. Unlike the previous 

cases where either coagulation or electrostatic dispersion was dominant, in this case they 

have similar degrees of influence on the aerosol evolution. The results of this aerosol 

evolving over the course of 124 s are shown and discussed in the following subsections. 

 

7.5.1 Charge Evolution 

The charge distribution results of this case at several time steps are shown in the 

following figures. 
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Figure 50: Charge evolution of case #5 aerosol by a sectional method, collapsed over particle size. 

 

 

Figure 51: Charge evolution of case #5 aerosol by the DSMC method, collapsed over particle size. 

 

The results obtained by Oron and Seinfeld25 were successfully reproduced as shown in 

Figure 50. Figure 51 shows the evolution of the same aerosol using the DSMC method 

and the two figures are visually in close agreement for all times except at 124 s. At this 
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time the left charge peak exceeds 0.02 in normalized height and is more rounded in the 

sectional case, while it does not exceed 20,000 particles and is flatter in the DSMC case. 

Recall that the technique used by Vemury et al.23 was used in all the sectional problems 

because it was easier to implement for benchmarking purpose. Direct comparison to the 

results in the work of Oron and Seinfeld25 shows that the DSMC results are in close 

agreement with their more exact and computationally intensive method, leading to the 

conclusion that the technique of Vemury et al.23 begins to break down in complex cases. 

The charge evolution of case #5 is characterized by the significance of both electrostatic 

dispersion and coagulation. The charge peak at -14 e undergoes significant dispersion 

before it begins coagulating due to its stronger charge. The coagulation of the aerosol 

leads to the growth of a bulge of charge between the two charge peaks that merges with 

the left peak. 

 

Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 

15, where results from both methods are presented. 

Table 15: Charge Characteristics of Case #5. 

Time (s) Average Absolute Charge per Particle (e) Average Asymmetry per Particle (e) 
Sectional DSMC Sectional DSMC 

0 10.0197 10.023 ± 0.001 -3.9977 -4.001 ± 0.003 
12 9.3419 9.336 ± 0.002 -3.4920 -3.487 ± 0.003 
44 8.2237 8.176 ± 0.008 -2.7667 -2.694 ± 0.002 

124 6.9697 6.99 ± 0.05 -2.1447 -1.845 ± 0.008 
 

Here the results between the sectional and DSMC methods are in close agreement with 

respect to the absolute charge per particle, never differing by more than 0.05 elementary 

charge units. However, there is a significant difference between the average asymmetry 

per particle results of the two methods of 0.3 e. This represents an average difference of 
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over 15%. Taking into account the earlier discussions regarding the limitations of the 

approach of Vemury et al.23 relative to that of Oron & Seinfeld,25 the conclusion drawn 

from this difference in the charge asymmetry is that the technique of Vemury et al.23 does 

not handle charged aerosol evolution accurately in cases where coagulation and 

electrostatic dispersion are both significant. Note that overall the asymmetry of the 

aerosol rapidly decreases because while an imbalance in charge exists, there are a 

significant number of particles of opposing charge to balance the distribution after some 

electrostatic dispersion has occurred. 

 

7.5.2 Size and Charge Evolution 

To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and 

diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figure 52 through Figure 54. 

 

Figure 52: Distribution of case #5 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 12 s. 
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Figure 53: Distribution of case #5 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 44 s. 

 

 

Figure 54: Distribution of case #5 aerosol by the DSMC method at t = 124 s. 

 

While this aerosol is asymmetrically charged, it still contains a significant number of 

oppositely charged particles that have a high probability of coagulating with each other. 

This can be seen at 12 s where a small peak has already begun to form containing 

particles 1.2 µm in diameter, along with a small number of larger particles with diameters 
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approaching 2.0 µm. Note that this small peak is not centered between the two initial 

peaks due to the position of these peaks having unequal influences on the distribution of 

coagulation kernel values. It is shifted toward the negatively charged peak as the most 

highly charged particles in this distribution are the most likely to coagulate. This peak 

continues to grow as shown at 44 s, but begins to develop faster on its more weakly 

charged side as the highly negative particles become depleted. In addition a peak 

composed of particles 1.4 µm in diameter begins to form at a slightly more charge neutral 

position than the 1.2 µm particle distribution. This is because it is composed primarily of 

particles from the peak centered on 6 e from the initial distribution and particles 1.2 µm 

in diameter. At 124 s the larger diameter peaks continue to grow and shift toward a more 

neutral charge distribution. Large particle formation in this case occurs almost as rapidly 

as in case #2, without the benefit of an initially symmetric distribution, reaching particles 

sizes exceeding 2.5 µm. 

 

7.5.3 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution 

The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of 

the simulation is shown in Figure 55. During this 124 s simulation the average 

coagulation kernel decreases smoothly from an initial value of 4.1 × 10-15 down to 1.7 × 

10-15 (m3/s). This stable behavior is due to the high number of particles coagulating for an 

asymmetric case and the shorter time under consideration. A unique aspect of this case is 

that the value of β is decreasing linearly instead of exponentially like many other cases; 

this is due partly to the shorter time scale considered and primarily due to the slightly 

asymmetric charge distribution. 
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Figure 55: Evolution of the average value of the coagulation kernel for case #5. 

 

Figure 56 shows the development of βmax and the distribution of successful 

collisional kernel values. In this case a high enough number of particles coagulate so that 

the earlier method of only showing 1 out of 50 values is again implemented. The variable 

βmax, represented by the upper black line, slowly decays and then undergoes a large spike. 

This behavior is either due to the random nature of the DSMC technique or could be 

attributed to the formation of large, charged particles that have high interaction 

probabilities. In either case few particles coagulate in that region, therefore the effect on 

the overall results is minimal. A number of discrete charged aerosol interaction lines are 

visible in this figure, but the neutral coagulation line frequently seen in earlier cases is 

absent. This absence is most likely due to the shorter time scale and relatively few neutral 

particles that exist in this case. 
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Figure 56: Evolution of βmax and collisional β values for case #5. 

 

7.5.4 Number Density Evolution 

The percentages of particles and the total mass remaining at several points in time 

for each simulation method used are given in Table 16. This shows that the DSMC code 

results are close to the sectional results for all time steps except at 124 s, where there a 

variation of 1%. This variation corresponds to the earlier differences in the charge 

distribution for this case, and is once again attributed to the limitations of the sectional 

technique employed as the DSMC charge distribution results visually corresponded with 

those obtained by more computationally intensive sectional methods. 

Table 16: Percent of Particles and Total Mass Remaining after Evolution of Case #5 (Δt=0.5s). 

Time (s) Percent of Particles Remaining Mass Remaining (g) 
Sectional DSMC Sectional DSMC 

0 99.9908 100.0 5.23551 5.23599 
12 88.2249 88.21 ± 0.01 5.07378 5.0735 ± 0.0005 
44 70.4111 70.51 ± 0.03 4.83563 4.839 ± 0.001 

124 51.0250 52.0 ± 0.1 4.57676 4.615 ± 0.002 
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This case involves significant mass loss due to electrostatic dispersion while still 

undergoing considerable coagulation. 11.9% of the original mass of the aerosol was lost 

due to electrostatic dispersion, while the total number density was reduced by 48% 

overall; therefore coagulation resulted in a 36.1% overall drop in particle number density. 

No individual time step represents a primary source of mass or number density loss when 

corrected for the size of the time step, signifying a relatively stable rate of aerosol 

evolution during the simulation time under consideration when compared to the rapid 

fluctuations that occur in the first few seconds in other cases. 
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8. MULTICOMPONENT AEROSOLS 

All the aerosol distributions considered in the previous chapters have consisted of 

a single component type with a density of 1000 kg/m3. The DSMC and sectional results 

obtained have generally been in close agreement for these cases, demonstrating the 

robustness of this DMSC implementation in handling a variety of charge distributions. 

However, all the cases that have been considered to this point can be solved relatively 

accurately and in significantly less time with a sectional technique than with the DSMC 

method. This ceases to be the case for sectional techniques when more complex aerosol 

systems are considered, such as a multicomponent aerosol of different component 

densities, as discussed in Chapter 1. Two multicomponent aerosol cases will be 

considered in this chapter, and will consist of aerosols equivalent to two previously 

considered aerosols, test problem #2 and case #5, except that the aerosol will consist of 

an equal number of two different density particles. These cases were chosen to explore 

the multicomponent aerosol evolution with respect to symmetric and asymmetric charge 

distributions. Bipolar charge distributions were chosen in both cases to accelerate the 

particle evolution and because a unipolar distribution is the end state of a bipolar 

distribution when there is no source; this allows the broadest view of multicomponent 

charge evolution in the fewest cases. It has been shown in previous works that when 

different component densities exist in an aerosol, the single density approach of 

MEAROS does not yield accurate results, therefore the aerosols considered here will not 

be compared to any sectional case, but will be compared to their equivalent single 

component DSMC problems to determine the effect of charge on multicomponent aerosol 

evolution. The multicomponent aerosols considered here both consist of only two 
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components of different densities, this was done to simplify analysis; however the code 

was written to be dynamic so there is no restriction on the number of components. The 

structure of an individual particle’s properties can thus be expressed as (m1, m2,…,mN, p), 

where m represents the mass of each component and extended to N components. The 

initial parameters are the same as those given previously for test problem #2 and case #5, 

except for the component parameters, which are given in Table 17. In both aerosols the 

initial charge distribution is the same for both components. 

Table 17: Initial Parameters for Multicomponent Aerosols. 
 Component 1 Component 2 

Charge Distribution ρ (kg/m3) Simulated #/m3 ρ (kg/m3) Simulated #/m3 
Test Problem #2 500 5 × 105 1500 5 × 105 

Case #5 500 5 × 105 1500 5 × 105 
 

 

8.1 Multicomponent Case 1 

Recall that the problem this case is based upon is an aerosol with a symmetric 

bipolar charge distribution centered at 0 e. Because this charge distribution has been 

thoroughly discussed with respect to a single component aerosol, only characteristics 

specific to multicomponent evolution or different from prior cases will be presented and 

discussed, as such the sections discussing these problems have been condensed relative to 

the previous cases. The results of this aerosol evolving over the course of 444 s are 

shown and discussed in the following subsections. 
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8.1.1 Size and Charge Evolution 

The charge distribution results of this case using the DSMC method at several 

time steps are shown in Figure 57. 

 

Figure 57: Charge evolution of multicomponent case #1 aerosol by the DSMC method,  
split by component and collapsed over particle size. 

 

This figure is similar to those presented previously, but includes the component 

information. The total number of particles at each time step is still designated by the line 

matching the time step in the legend. The contribution of each component by volume is 

shown by the light gray lines, where component 1 is composed of the area shaded in gray, 

and component 2 is the area above the light gray lines. The overlap of different time steps 

requires distinguishing the component 1 contributions by noting the degrees of shading in 

the figure. There is no visually discernable difference between this case and its 

corresponding single component case with respect to total charge distribution evolution. 

With respect to the distribution of components there is no visually discernable deviation 

from a 50% contribution from each component for each discrete charge value, any 
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apparent deviation is an optical illusion due to the stacking of component contributions. 

Evaluation of the data shows that there was no more than a 0.3% deviation from an equal 

contribution for all the statistically significant values; the source of this variation is 

difficult to determine, it may be due to random variation due to the DSMC technique or a 

possible effect of multicomponent evolution. 

 

Because the charge evolution did not significantly differ from the single 

component case, the average absolute charge per particle did not either. Also, as found 

previously, the average asymmetry of a symmetric charge distribution is zero by 

definition and still trivial when considering the effects of initial sampling. In addition, for 

a symmetric charge distribution the mass loss was found to be trivial in this DSMC 

implementation. Therefore, these aerosol properties will not be presented in further detail 

in this case, the next multicomponent case involves an asymmetric charge distribution 

where such properties are significant, and so they will be discussed in detail there. 

 

Adequately displaying the charge and size distribution of the aerosol on a three 

dimensional plot as done previously while also presenting component information is not a 

straightforward process. Therefore Figure 11 through Figure 14 are referred to in this 

matter as they are visually equivalent to this case. The size distribution of this aerosol at 

104 s is shown in two dimensional form in Figure 58. The overall split between the 

components stays within 50.0 ± 0.2% for all but two size groups. Component 1 

contributes only 48 ± 1% of the particles in the 1 µm diameter size bin and 48.9 ± 0.4% 

of the particles in the 1.2 µm size bin. This can be attributed to a slightly increased 
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probability of coagulation for the lighter component 1 particles due to their higher 

velocity. 

 

Figure 58: Particle size distribution of multicomponent case #1 aerosol at t = 104 s, split by component. 

 

This figure can be compared to Figure 17, where the same general trend in the 

size distribution is visible, but close inspection yields small variations. These variations 

are shown in detail in Figure 59. Based on the oscillations in the data and the lack of any 

significant trend the differences between these aerosols are assumed to be random. 

 

Figure 59: Multicomponent aerosol particles in excess of single component particles. 
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8.1.2 Number Density Evolution 

The percentages of particles remaining and their difference with respect to the 

corresponding single component problem at several points in time are given in Table 18. 

These results show that the multicomponent evolution closely mimics that of the single 

component evolution. There is a very small difference that the uncertainty of the results 

does not quite encompass; this is attributed to a slightly higher average coagulation 

kernel due to the multiple particle densities. 

Table 18: Percent of Particles Remaining and Percent Difference to Single Component Aerosol after 
Evolution of Multicomponent Case #1 (Δt=2.0s). 
Time (s) Multicomponent Percent Difference 

0 100.0 0.0 
10 91.26 ± 0.01 -0.02 ± 0.01 

100 58.87 ± 0.01 -0.03 ± 0.02 
103 18.52 ± 0.01 -0.02 ± 0.01 
104 2.664 ± 0.002 -0.001 ± 0.003 

 

This leads to a slightly higher overall rate of coagulation which after 104 s have passed 

becomes insignificant with respect to the uncertainty. The total elapsed time for a single 

run of the simulation was 22.86 hours; the equivalent single component simulation took 

17.09 hours, resulting in a runtime increase of 33.7%. 

 

8.2 Multicomponent Case 2 

Recall that this case is based upon an aerosol with a weakly asymmetric bipolar 

charge distribution with peaks at -14 e and 6 e. This case once again considers the effects 

of electrostatic dispersion, only now the effects of multiple component densities on this 

phenomenon will be discussed. The results of this aerosol evolving over the course of 

124 s are shown and discussed in the following subsections. 
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8.2.1 Size and Charge Evolution 

The charge distribution results of this case using the DSMC method at several 

time steps are shown in Figure 60. 

 

Figure 60: Charge evolution of multicomponent case #2 aerosol by the DSMC method,  
split by component and collapsed over particle size. 

 

Distinguishing between the contributions of the individual components to the 

whole charge distribution remains the same as discussed in subsection 8.1.1. There is no 

visually discernable difference between this case and its corresponding single component 

case with respect to total charge distribution evolution. With respect to the distribution of 

components there is no visually discernable deviation from a 50% contribution from each 

component for each discrete charge value, any apparent deviation is an optical illusion 

due to the stacking of component contributions. Evaluation of the data shows that there 

was no more than a 0.2% deviation from an equal contribution for all the statistically 

significant values; the source of this variation is difficult to determine, it may be due to 
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random variation due to the DSMC technique or a possible effect of multicomponent 

evolution. 

 

Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 

19, where results from both methods are presented. 

Table 19: Charge Characteristics of Multicomponent Case #2. 

Time (s) Average Absolute Charge per Particle (e) Average Asymmetry per Particle (e) 
Multicomponent Single Component Multicomponent Single Component 

0 10.022 ± 0.001 10.023 ± 0.001 -3.999 ± 0.004 -4.001 ± 0.003 
12 9.334 ± 0.001 9.336 ± 0.002 -3.485 ± 0.003 -3.487 ± 0.003 
44 8.18 ± 0.01 8.176 ± 0.008 -2.694 ± 0.003 -2.694 ± 0.002 

124 7.02 ± 0.04 6.99 ± 0.05 -1.84 ± 0.01 -1.845 ± 0.008 
 

Due to the uncertainty of the charge distribution in both this case and its single 

component equivalent (case #5) there is no difference in the average absolute and average 

asymmetry per particle between the two cases for any time step. Decreasing the 

uncertainty by conducting additional simulations could possibly determine if any 

significant difference exists. 

 

Adequately displaying the charge and size distribution of the aerosol on a three 

dimensional plot as done previously while also presenting component information is not a 

straightforward process. Therefore Figure 52 through Figure 54 are referred to in this 

matter as they are visually equivalent to this case. The size distribution of this aerosol at 

124 s is shown in two dimensional form in Figure 61. The overall split between the 

components stays within 50.0 ± 0.2% for all but two size groups. Component 1 

contributes only 49.88 ± 0.02% of the particles in the 1 µm diameter size bin and 50.2 ± 

0.1% of the particles in the 1.6 µm size bin. This can be attributed in the 1 µm diameter 
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case to a slightly increased probability of coagulation for the lighter component 1 

particles due to their higher velocity; the slight increase in the 1.6 µm case is attributed as 

the final location of the extra 1 µm particles that coagulated. Relative to the first 

multicomponent case, there is relatively little particle growth due to electrostatic 

dispersion and the significantly shorter simulated time. 

 

Figure 61: Particle size distribution of multicomponent case #2 aerosol at t = 124 s, split by component. 

 

8.2.2 Number Density Evolution 

The percentages of particles and the mass of each component remaining, and their 

difference with respect to the corresponding single component problem at several points 

in time are given in Table 20. These results show that the multicomponent evolution 

almost exactly mimics that of the single component evolution. Any difference in the 

percentage of particles remaining is buried in the uncertainty. 

Table 20: Percent of Particles and Mass Remaining and Percent Difference to Single Component Aerosol 
after Evolution of Multicomponent Case #2 (Δt=0.5s). 

Time (s) Percent of Particles Remaining Mass Remaining (g) 
Multicomponent Difference Component 1 Component 2 Difference 

0 100.0 0.0 1.309 3.927 0.000 
12 88.205 ± 0.008 0.00 ± 0.01 1.2687 ± 0.0002 3.8056 ± 0.0004 (8 ± 6) × 10-4 
44 70.50 ± 0.03 -0.01 ± 0.04 1.2101 ± 0.0002 3.6301 ± 0.0008 (1 ± 1) × 10-3 

124 52.05 ± 0.09 0.0 ± 0.1 1.1537 ± 0.0004 3.461 ± 0.002 (0 ± 2) × 10-3 
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The mass of each component remaining in the aerosol at each time step is totaled 

for comparison to the mass of the single component aerosol. The result is little to no 

difference in the aerosol mass lost to electrostatic dispersion. In addition the mass 

percentages of the components remaining at the end of the simulation relative to their 

starting values are within 0.002% of each other. The total elapsed time for a single run of 

the simulation was 6.73 hours; the equivalent single component simulation took 2.86 

hours, resulting in a runtime increase of 135.1%. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this research has been to present, evaluate, and overcome the 

limitations of current aerosol computer codes with respect to charged aerosol evolution. 

Aerosols produced during normal operations and accidents in nuclear reactors can be 

charged because of aerosol generation processes, radioactive decay of associated fission 

products, and ionizing atmospheres. The limitations of current computer models,9-11 

including MAEROS, were discussed, including the use of assumptions that compromise 

aerosol physics and the difficulties with implementing charging effects into the software. 

The theory behind charged aerosol behavior, including the charged coagulation kernel 

and electrostatic dispersion, was presented and discussed. 

  

We have explored the use of the DSMC technique. A number of sampling 

methods were considered, with the NTC sampling method implemented in order to 

reduce computation time. Modifications made to the algorithm successfully mitigated 

some shortcomings of NTC, with respect to short time results and solution stability. The 

effects of aerosol charging on aerosol evolution were simulated using a variant of the 

DSMC technique by implementing electrostatic dispersion of charged particles and 

modifying the aerosol coagulation kernel to account for the effects of charge for both 

monodisperse and polydisperse systems. Improvements to computational efficiency were 

continuously pursued to improve the processing speed of the simulation code. 

 

 Numerical techniques previously employed to study charged aerosol evolution 

were replicated to permit the direct comparison of their results with those obtained using 
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DSMC. A number of test problems using the DSMC technique and the replicated 

numerical techniques were then simulated to benchmark the DSMC technique. The 

results obtained by DSMC compared favorably with those obtained using other methods, 

without the assumptions made in implementing those methods. The results of charged 

and uncharged aerosol evolution for similar systems were compared and a noticeable 

increase occurred in the number of large particles formed in the charged case. This could 

potentially impact aerosol behavior in the charged environment of gas cooled reactors. 

 

After examining the results of the test problems, five other cases of varying 

charge distributions were considered, in three of these charge asymmetry was significant, 

resulting in electrostatic dispersion playing a significant role in the aerosol evolution. In 

these cases the DSMC results were similar to those obtained by sectional techniques, and 

in the most complex case, the results slightly diverged from the simple sectional 

technique employed in this work and more closely matched the more computationally 

challenging sectional technique found in Oron and Seinfeld, who introduced fewer 

assumptions into their work than Vemury et al.23, 25 

 

Expanding upon the work done in studying single component aerosols, evolution 

of charged, multicomponent aerosols was considered. The two cases considered were 

both two component problems where the average density of the components was equal to 

the density of the single component problem. This avoided variations due to any source 

except those due to the aerosol being composed of multiple components of different 

densities. It was found that the density variations considered did not produce significant 
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changes within the overall aerosol distribution except for a very small acceleration in the 

coagulation rate under certain conditions. However, slight deviations were found in the 

number of small particles remaining at the end of the simulation depending upon their 

component types. It is possible that charge effects generally overwhelmed any effects due 

to component and density variations. Since it has been demonstrated in previous works14-

16 that multicomponent aerosols of different component densities behave differently than 

equivalent aerosols of average density, it is assumed that these effects will become more 

noticeable as the density variation increases and/or the charge effects are decreased. In 

addition, other physical phenomena such as gravitational settling and particle deposition 

are more dependent upon multicomponent density effects; therefore the ability to 

simulate multicomponent charged aerosols of different component densities remains 

significant when considering additional phenomena. 

 

This research assumed a spatially homogeneous medium. In operating reactors 

and accident scenarios the system will be heterogeneous. Therefore research in studying 

the effects of spatial inhomogeneity would be an important extension of this work. In 

addition, in this work it was assumed that the aerosol particles under consideration were 

operating as liquid drops, being spherical at all times. While this may be reasonably 

accurate in LWR accident scenarios, the shape of aerosols in the dry environment of gas 

cooled reactors is known to be capable of being quite complex. This leaves an additional 

direction in which this research can further be pursued. Charged particle evolution in 

conjunction with modeling of other physical phenomena related to aerosol behavior will 

be of considerable interest. 
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APPENDIX 

Nomenclature 

B mobility of particle [s/kg] 

C Cunningham’s correction factor [-] 

d particle diameter [m] 

D particle diffusion coefficient [m2/s] 

e elementary electrical charge (1.602 × 10-19) [C] 

f ratio of real to simulated particle number concentration [-] 

g distance between the real surface of the particle and the  
 spherical surface enclosing the actual particle [m] 

i, j particle size section [-] 

kB Boltzmann’s constant (1.3806 × 10-23) [J/K] 

Kn Knudsen’s number [-] 

ℓ apparent mean free path [m] 

m particle mass [kg] 

n, N total particle number concentration [#/m3] 

pn  number concentration of particles carrying p elementary charges [#/m3] 

i
pn  number concentration of particles of size section i carrying p  

 elementary charges [#/m3] 

Nc number of collisions possible [#] 

Ns number of simulated particles [#/m3] 

p, q number of elementary charges per particle [-] 

t time [s] 
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 T absolute temperature (293) [K] 

u, v particle volume [m3] 

V particle speed [m/s] 

ji,β  coagulation coefficient of neutral particles [m3/s] 

qp,β  ratio of coagulation function of charged particles to Brownian  
 coagulation function of neutral particles [-] 

ji
qp

,
,β  coagulation coefficient of charged particles [m3/s] 

0ε  permittivity of free space (8.855 × 10-12) [F/m] 

η viscocity of air (1.813 × 10-5) [kg/m s] 

λ mean free path of air (6.60 × 10-8) [m] 

λp,q ratio of electrostatic to kinetic potential energy [-] 

ρ density  [kg/m3] 
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	A more bothersome issue is that of electrostatic charging of aerosols in the dry environment. Aerosol particles can be charged in the dry environment because of gas-phase ions formed in the intense radiation field. Negatively charged ions typically ha...
	While there are many other methods by which aerosols can become charged in a reactor system (thermal, chemical, frictional, etc.), charging from ionization creates the most highly charged aerosols. As the aerosols circulate throughout the reactor cool...
	/
	The assumptions made during the implementation of the sectional technique, and other numerical techniques, within aerosol modeling codes create a cause for concern. The complexities of aerosol dynamics which affect its behavior arise from both the var...
	The purpose of this work is to elucidate the role of charge in nuclear aerosol dynamics and to contribute to the development of a production computer code that includes charge behavior without compromising fidelity to aerosol physics. We will explore ...
	1.2 Objective and Organization

	Our objective in this study is to implement the DSMC technique towards the exploration of charge effects on aerosol coagulation and electrostatic dispersion. We will focus on single component charged aerosols, but will also consider multicomponent cha...
	This work is organized as follows; Chapter 2 presents a brief review of literature concerning previous work on modeling of charged aerosols. It starts with a discussion of aerosol dynamics and the governing equation. Several works concerning charged ...
	2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS
	Aerosol behavior is dependent upon the physical properties of the individual aerosol particulates and the population as a whole, and upon the physical processes that are operating upon the aerosol. The physical properties include: size, shape, composi...
	(1)
	The term on the left hand side of Eq. (1), np(v,t) gives the number of aerosol particles in a cubic meter carrying p elementary charges, with individual particle volumes between v and dv. The first term on the right hand side represents growth in np(v...
	From inspection of Eq. (1) it can be seen that the GDE is a non-linear integro-differential equation of significant complexity due to the array of aerosol properties and dynamics which must be taken into account. A number of techniques have been attem...
	Most solution techniques of the GDE as given in Eq. (1) begin by converting it to discrete form. The GDE after discretization (using slightly different notation) without the removal or source terms as obtained by Zebel27 is given as
	(2)
	where   is the number concentration of particles of charge p in volume section i and replaces np(v,t), note that the number concentration is still dependent upon time t. In the notation used in Eq. (2) i and j replace v and u from Eq. (1), but refer t...
	It should be noted that Eq. (1) is rarely used directly; instead one uses the sectional or related techniques that convert it to a system of ordinary differential equations as evident by Eq. (2). Three of the forms that have been used for numerical ca...
	In an early work when computational capabilities were more limited, Adachi, Okuyama, and Kousaka22 considered bipolar aerosols that were kept monodisperse throughout evolution. That is, they took into account the particle charge distribution, but negl...
	Oron and Seinfeld25 used the sectional technique to study evolution of polydisperse bipolar aerosols. This required extensive computer capabilities to obtain sectional coefficients corresponding to the coagulation terms (the β’s). While they reported ...
	Vemury, Janzen, and Pratsinis23 modified a technique due to Hounslow, Ryall, and Marshall,28 which in fact is a variant of the sectional method. In this technique, within sections, values of the coagulation kernel are assumed constant, and an adhoc a...
	Results reported by these authors are discussed in latter sections in conjunction with comparisons with the results obtained during the course of this research. To do so, the numerical solutions of equations obtained by Adachi et al.,22 and Vemury et ...
	3. MODELS OF THE COAGULATION KERNEL AND ELECTROSTATIC DISPERSION
	Coagulation is the process by which two particles fuse to produce a single, larger particle. There are several mechanisms by which this process can occur, such as Brownian motion, turbulence, and gravity. In this work the only process considered is Br...
	3.1 Brownian Coagulation Kernel

	Shape characteristics were intentionally neglected in this work. The difficulties involved in implementing shape characteristics into the aerosol population, along with the challenges this would add in extracting pure charge effects would have been de...
	The coagulation kernel is the primary mechanism by which the physical parameters of the aerosol distribution are expressed, hence its proper calculation and implementation is critical to obtaining accurate results across all aerosol size regimes. The ...
	(3)
	where:
	T is the absolute temperature (K), kB is Boltzmann’s constant (J/K), η is the gas viscosity (kg/m s), D is the particle diffusion coefficient (m2/s), C is the Cunningham correction factor, with Kn being the Knudsen number, composed of the mean free pa...
	In examining the monodisperse case, such as presented by Adachi et al.,22 such a complex coagulation kernel is unnecessary. A simpler kernel which can be used in the monodisperse case is given by27
	(4)
	3.2 Charged Aerosol Coagulation Kernel

	When considering charge acting upon aerosol coagulation, its effects are superimposed onto the Brownian kernel, leading to22, 23, 29
	(5)
	The charged aerosol coagulation kernel is taken as a multiplier βp,q, that acts upon the Brownian coagulation kernel βi,j, yielding the charged Brownian coagulation kernel  . as shown in Eq. (5). The value of βp,q is a function of the charges of the c...
	βp,q is the ratio of the coagulation functions for charged and neutral aerosol particles, and is given by22, 29
	(6)
	where:
	.
	F(ρ’) is the electrostatic force between the two particles at separation distance ρ’ where φ(r’) is the associated induced potential. Both the electrostatic force and the potential contain terms related to the Coulomb force and the induced image force...
	Equation (6) is rarely used in numerical computation as the repetitive calculation of integrals is too draining on computer resources to be effective. Instead an approximation that retains only the Coulomb term and drops the induced image terms is emp...
	(7)
	for repulsion and
	for attraction, where
	.
	λp,q is the ratio of electrostatic to kinetic potential energy of colliding aerosol particles. It should be noted that λp,q is dependent on dpi and dqj and thus βp,q contains a hidden dependence upon i and j. To compare the effects of charge on aeroso...
	/
	The upper curves in Figure 2 illustrate that the coagulation rate is greatly accelerated by the attractive force between unlike charges; while the lower curves illustrate the decrease in the coagulation rate brought on by the repulsive force between l...
	3.3 Electrostatic Dispersion

	The third term in Eq. (2) is only of consequence when the net charge on the volume is non-zero, that is, when an asymmetric charge distribution exists. When this occurs there is a net loss of particles from the unit volume due to mutual electrostatic ...
	, (8)
	where Ci is the previously defined Cunningham correction factor, µ is the viscosity of the suspending gas, and di is the diameter of the particle.
	4. DIRECT SIMULATION MONTE CARLO
	4.1 DSMC and Charged Particles

	In this work the DSMC method,13 adapted for use with aerosols,12, 14-16 was used with some modifications to permit the simulation of charged aerosols. The initial focus of this line of research was on spatially homogenous systems, neglecting all proce...
	(a) A list of particles is generated by sampling from the desired initial distribution using a rejection-acceptance technique. Each list component describes an individual particle, characterized by the particle’s mass components and charge.
	(b) A time step is selected and the number of particles to be eligible for collision during that time is calculated according to the NTC method, which will be described in detail in section 4.2.1.
	(c) Two particles for potential coagulation are selected as described in section 4.2.1. Conservation of mass and charge means the listed properties of the particles are simply added together using Mathematica’s list operation capabilities, creating a ...
	(d) Step (c) is repeated until a number of particles consistent with (b) have been sampled for coagulation. The list of particles obtained at the end of the time step replaces the list from the previous time step.
	(e) The entire list of particles is sampled for electrostatic dispersion corresponding with the time step described in (b) from the data in (d). The particle charge relative to the net charge determines if the particle leaves the system or if a partic...
	(f) Steps (b) through (e) are repeated until the desired total time for the simulation has elapsed.
	(g) The sequence of data lists that are generated can then be processed to show the time dependant evolution of the aerosol system.
	(h) Simulations are repeated to allow the results to be averaged and to obtain estimations of statistical errors.14
	4.2 Sampling Algorithms

	The algorithm employed for conducting collisional sampling is crucial to the process of accurately simulating aerosol coagulation. The standard technique for sampling particles for collision is the direct sampling algorithm. However, this technique is...
	4.2.1 Coagulation Sampling Algorithm - No Time Counter (NTC) Method

	The NTC method was developed by Bird for use in rarefied molecular gas dynamics.13 It has also found use in the simulation of aerosols as described by Palaniswaamy and Loyalka.21 The NTC method was selected for its computational efficiency and ease of...
	, (9)
	which in a large sample population can be expressed by
	(10)
	where N is the number of particles, and βmax is the assumed maximum coagulation coefficient.
	However, limits in computational power require each simulated particle to represent many real particles. In order to maintain an equivalent time scale between the coagulation rates of simulated versus real particles a multiplier based in the ratio of ...
	, (11)
	where Ns is the number of simulated particles, and f is given by
	.
	Multiplying βmax with f results in the coagulation rate of the simulated particles becoming equivalent to the rate of the physical system being modeled, resulting in the appropriate percentage of particles coagulating in each time step. This issue wil...
	Based on the number of potential collision pairs calculated, Nc, an equivalent number of individual collision pairs are sequentially selected at random. The pairs chosen for collision are selected based on an acceptance-rejection technique. For any pa...
	(12)
	(13)
	they are accepted for a collision event that results in coagulation, and the number of collisions remaining for that time step is decremented. If the random number selected in Eq. (12) is greater than the ratio of the two kernels the collision is reje...
	It should be noted that βmax occurs in the numerator of Eq. (11) and the denominator of Eq. (12). This means that the exact value of βmax does not directly impact the coagulation rate. However, if βmax it is too high the simulation will be unnecessari...
	One issue with the NTC method is the “grow in” period; the early simulation time where the value of βmax is being adjusted by the algorithm. This occurs because the NTC method involves a search for the largest value of the coagulation kernel while the...
	/
	The early time development of βmax is primarily of concern in charged aerosol systems. Attraction and repulsion significantly broaden the range of possible coagulation kernel values to include variations of several orders of magnitude, along with pote...
	4.2.2  Electrostatic Dispersion Sampling Algorithm

	As a force which can operate over long distances, the treatment of the electrostatic dispersion term differs from that of coagulation in implementing it into the DSMC code. When considering particle collisions, a calculated number of randomly selected...
	The algorithm used for sampling particles for electrostatic dispersion is derived by first neglecting all terms in Eq. (2) except the time dependant term and the electrostatic dispersion term, as given by36
	. (14)
	Assuming that the values of several variables are constant within a given time step for all combinations of i and p, this equation can be expressed as
	, (15)
	where
	.
	The solution of Eq. (15) is the exponential equation
	, (16)
	which can be expressed as
	, (17)
	or as
	. (18)
	Equation (16) is structured to consider the change within   over a time period t. Both Eq. (17) and (18) are structured to consider a time step, Δt, which begins at time t and ends at time t + Δt.
	Equation (18) is manipulated to allow it to be utilized in a selection-rejection technique as given by
	, (19)
	which is used to determine the effect upon an individual particle within the system. Within the DSMC program utilized in this work the most effective means we have found to implement this algorithm is by operating upon the particles individually, inst...
	Just as in the case of coagulation, in electrostatic dispersion a modification to the sampling algorithm must be made to account for simulated particles representing a number of real particles using the same multiplier as discussed in section 4.2.1 an...
	. (20)
	The action taken due to Eq. (20) can be evaluated according to the conditions found in Table 2.
	The DSMC implantation of electrostatic dispersion as described in this section has been found to be very stable for time steps small relative to the denominator in Eq. (20). This stability is because any oscillations in the output of the electrostatic...
	5. TEST PROBLEMS
	Several test problems were selected from other published works in which different solution techniques were implemented. New programs corresponding with the methods used in these works were constructed in the Mathematica environment in order to obtain ...
	5.1 Test Problem 1: Symmetric Bipolar Monodisperse Aerosol

	Adachi et al. considered the time dependant coagulation and electrostatic dispersion of an aerosol whose behavior is governed by the first equation in Table 1 and the initial distribution22
	, (21)
	where
	,
	with p+ and p- denoting the center of the positive and negative charge peaks. These peaks have a standard deviation of σ. The simulation parameter values are given in the second column of Table 3. Adachi et al.22 assumed that the aerosol particles rem...
	5.2 Test Problem 2: Symmetric Bipolar Polydisperse Aerosol

	Vemury et al. considered a more realistic problem, the time dependant coagulation and electrostatic dispersion of an aerosol whose behavior is governed by the third equation in Table 1 and the initial distribution23
	, (22)
	where
	,
	with   signifying that only the first size section group is populated by the initial distribution, which in this case corresponds to particles with a diameter of 1 µm. In other words the initial aerosol distribution is assumed monodisperse. The simula...
	5.3 Test Parameters

	To determine the statistical variation in the sampling and coagulation codes each simulation was run several times to obtain the mean and standard deviation of the process as shown in the results. The simulation parameters are shown in Table 3. Physic...
	6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS OF TEST PROBLEMS
	6.1 Test Problem 1

	Test problem 1 is the initial DSMC benchmarking case presented in this dissertation. The primary purpose of this problem was to demonstrate the feasibility of using the DSMC technique for simulating charged aerosol evolution. This purpose was accompli...
	6.1.1 Charge Evolution

	The time dependant evolution of the aerosol’s charge distribution by two different techniques is shown in the following sequence of figures. Figure 4 shows the evolution of a symmetric bipolar charge distribution of a monodisperse aerosol after solvin...
	/
	The monodisperse aerosol evolution results obtained by Adachi et al.22 were successfully reproduced as shown in Figure 4. This plot shows four time steps in the evolution of the aerosol charge distribution. The first step at 0 s shows the initial dist...
	The DSMC evolution shown in Figure 5 is visually indistinguishable from the discrete results, with the most noticeable difference being the inclusion of error bars in the DSMC results to show the statistical uncertainty. An additional difference is th...
	6.1.2 Number Density Evolution

	The percentages of particles remaining at several points in time for each simulation method used are given in Table 4 to illustrate the similarity of the two sets of results, along with the standard deviation of the mean when applicable. This shows th...
	The statistical uncertainty in the DSMC evolution comes from two sources. There is uncertainty in the initial distribution because it was generated from random sampling. Further uncertainty arises from the random nature of DSMC in aerosol evolution; t...
	The results of the evolution of an equivalent population of neutrally charged aerosols are included in Table 4 for the purpose of comparing the change in number density during charged aerosol evolution versus during uncharged aerosol evolution. One po...
	6.1.3 Time Step Stability

	Sensitivity of the results to the time step was initially a point of concern, so a series of simulations were conducted with various time step sizes. The coagulation rate as a function of step size is illustrated in Figure 6; it should be noted the li...
	/
	The DSMC simulation of a monodisperse charged aerosol was successfully conducted and the results were benchmarked against those obtained by using a discrete technique to solve the GDE. These results were found to be in close agreement with each other....
	6.2 Test Problem 2

	Test problem #2 is the DSMC benchmarking case for polydisperse charged aerosols. The objective of this work is further approached by considering a more realistic charged aerosol coagulation case relative to the monodisperse problem presented in sectio...
	6.2.1 NTC Multiplier f

	The discussion of this problem begins by first presenting the numerical results obtained by a sectional method and the DSMC results when an initial particle density of 106/m3 is considered, with the multiplier f = 1 in Eq. (11) as discussed in section...
	/
	/
	6.2.2 Charge Evolution

	The results of the problem under consideration scaled to full particle density are shown in the following figures.
	/
	/
	Figure 9 shows the evolution of a symmetric bipolar charge distribution of a polydisperse aerosol after solving the system of equations using a sectional technique. Figure 10 shows the evolution of the same aerosol using the DSMC method.
	The polydisperse aerosol evolution results obtained by Vemury et al.23 were successfully reproduced as shown in Figure 9. This plot shows five time steps in the aerosol evolution which have been collapsed over their spatial component into a two dimens...
	The results obtained using the DSMC method as shown in Figure 10 compare so closely with those obtained by reproducing the work of Vemury et al.23 that they are visually indistinguishable. The simulation technique is so consistent that the standard de...
	6.2.3 Size and Charge Evolution

	To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figures 11-14.
	/
	/
	/
	/
	It should first be noted that scaling along the vertical axis is not preserved within the sequence of figures to prevent the loss of fine details. The aerosol at 0 s is not shown as at this time all particles are 1 µm in diameter and the corresponding...
	The DSMC evolution shown in this sequence is similar in behavior to the sectional methods in the published literature.23 One interesting effect which is most visible in Figure 12 that was not observed (or remarked upon) in previous works is the altern...
	6.2.4 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution

	In this work the value of individual coagulation coefficients are purely a function of the parameters of the system and the properties of the two interacting particles. The average value of β is time dependant and significant information about the aer...
	The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of the simulation is shown in Figure 15. This is not to be confused with the average interaction rate, as that is also a function of the particle number density and decreases e...
	/
	Figure 16 illustrates two aspects of the NTC technique employed in the simulation; the results are from a single simulation, but are representative of the simulation set. The solid black upper line at about 1.2 × 10-14 (m3/s) is βmax and represents th...
	/
	6.2.5 Number Density Evolution

	The percentages of particles remaining at several points in time for each simulation method used are given in Table 5 to illustrate the similarity of the two sets of results. This shows that the DSMC code results are very close to the sectional result...
	The analysis previously applied in section 6.1.2 regarding the sources of statistically uncertainty within the DSMC results also apply to this problem. Some differences are that problem #2 utilized 106 simulated particles, relative to problem #1 which...
	The results of the evolution of an equivalent group of neutrally charged aerosols are included in Table 5 for purposes of comparing charged and uncharged aerosol evolution, with the only difference being that only 105 particles were used for the simul...
	While the total number of particles remaining is similar between the two systems; the size distribution varies between them, as shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18.
	/
	/
	It should be noted that these figures have been normalized to an equivalent initial particle number density for proper comparison. The difference between these two results can be difficult to visually distinguish, therefore the difference between each...
	/
	7. ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS
	The test problems used in development of this implementation of DSMC and the testing of its coagulation functionality were presented in the previous chapters. This chapter contains the results and discussions for five additional cases corresponding to...
	7.1 Case 1: Symmetric Unipolar (Boltzmann)

	Case 1 involves the study of an aerosol with the Boltzmann equilibrium charge distribution, which is a symmetric unipolar charge distribution centered at zero charge. Unlike the previously considered problems, this problem involves an aerosol where ve...
	7.1.1 Charge Evolution

	The charge distribution results of this case at several time steps are shown in the following figures.
	/
	/
	The results obtained by Oron and Seinfeld25 were successfully reproduced as shown in Figure 20. Figure 21 shows the evolution of the same aerosol using the DSMC method and the two figures are visually in close agreement. The charge evolution of case #...
	Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 7, where results from both methods are presented.
	The absolute in the average charge per particle is necessary to provide any meaningful information; otherwise the result would be near zero for any symmetric distribution. The charge per particle increases through the course of simulation as the small...
	7.1.2 Size and Charge Evolution

	To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figure 22 through Figure 24.
	/
	/
	/
	In this case large particle formation occurs at a slower rate relative to other problems considered due to a significantly lower average charged coagulation kernel. The resulting weakly charged particle interactions are similar in behavior to those of...
	7.1.3 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution

	The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of the simulation is shown in Figure 25.
	/
	Within the entire 200 s simulation the average coagulation kernel increases slightly from 7.44 × 10-16 to 7.54 × 10-16 (m3/s). This slight increase shows that the effects of charge on the average rate are minimal, as the slight increase is due to part...
	Figure 26 shows the development of βmax and the distribution of successful collisional kernel values. The variable βmax, represented by the upper black line, is significantly higher than the majority of the kernel distribution, represented by the gray...
	/
	7.1.4 Number Density Evolution

	The percentages of particles and the total mass remaining at several points in time for each simulation method used are given in Table 8 to illustrate the similarity of the two sets of results. This shows that the DSMC code results are very close to t...
	The simplicity of this aerosol distribution contributed to the close correlation between the results of the methods employed. The mass of the aerosol is now under consideration as electrostatic dispersion is more fully examined in the following cases....
	7.2 Case 2: Symmetric Bipolar

	Case 2 involves the study of an aerosol with a symmetric bipolar charge distribution with peaks at ± 10 e. This case is similar to problem #2, but over a much shorter time span, with more attention to be paid to early time results. The results of this...
	7.2.1 Charge Evolution

	The charge distribution results of this case at several time steps are shown in the following figures; where the results obtained by Oron and Seinfeld25 were successfully reproduced as shown in Figure 27. Figure 28 shows the evolution of the same aero...
	/
	/
	Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 9, where results from both methods are presented.
	The charge per particle decreases as expected through the course of simulation as the large population of highly charged particles is depleted by coagulation and leads to an increasing population of weakly charged and uncharged particles. These result...
	7.2.2 Size and Charge Evolution

	To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figure 29 through Figure 32.
	/
	/
	/
	/
	Large particle formation is greatly accelerated in this case due to the strong electrostatic influence on coagulation. The coagulation coefficient for a particle at one charge peak interacting with one from the other peak is increased by a factor of f...
	The same effect described in problem #2 is also visible in Figure 31 and Figure 32. That effect is the alternating pattern of highly charged aerosol particles of a given size coagulating to form into slightly larger neutral or weakly charged aerosol p...
	7.2.3 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution

	The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of the simulation is shown in Figure 33. During this 444 s simulation the average coagulation kernel decreases in what appears to be an exponentially decaying curve from an ini...
	/
	Figure 34 shows the development of βmax and the distribution of successful collisional kernel values. βmax, represented by the upper black line, is relatively constant throughout the simulation. The distribution of the coagulation kernel values in thi...
	/
	7.2.4 Number Density Evolution

	The percentages of particles and the total mass remaining at several points in time for each simulation method used are given in Table 10 to illustrate the similarity of the two sets of results. This shows that the DSMC code results are very close to ...
	The minute fluctuations in the mass remaining between the two methods are trivial and can be attributed: in the sectional case to the technique and its implementation, and in the DSMC case to minor asymmetry in the initial distribution due to its gene...
	7.3 Case 3: Asymmetric Unipolar

	Case 3 involves the study of an aerosol with an asymmetric unipolar charge distribution centered at -10 e and a standard deviation of the charge distribution at twice that of the other cases at 5.92. This case begins the treatment of aerosol distribut...
	7.3.1 Charge Evolution

	The charge distribution results of this case at several time steps are shown in the following figures; where the results obtained by Oron and Seinfeld25 were successfully reproduced as shown in Figure 35. Figure 36 shows the evolution of the same aero...
	/
	/
	Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 11, where results from both methods are presented.
	Once again the results between the sectional and DSMC methods are in close agreement, with the sectional results being slightly lower due to technique losses. However, the primary point of interest here is the evolution of the charge asymmetry and its...
	7.3.2 Size and Charge Evolution

	To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figure 37 through Figure 39.
	/
	/
	/
	In this case the main driving force of aerosol evolution is electrostatic dispersion, which is due to the significant asymmetry of the charge distribution. At 12 s into the simulation the number density of the aerosol has already experienced a signifi...
	7.3.3 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution

	The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of the simulation is shown in Figure 40. During this 444 s simulation the average coagulation kernel decreases rapidly from an initial value of 1.3 × 10-15 to about 8 × 10-16 (...
	/
	Figure 41 shows the development of βmax and the distribution of successful collisional kernel values. Unlike the previous cases where only 1 out of every 50 particles was shown, so few particles coagulate in this case that 1 out of 10 is shown. The va...
	/
	7.3.4 Number Density Evolution

	The percentages of particles and the total mass remaining at several points in time for each simulation method used are given in Table 12 to illustrate the similarity of the two sets of results. This shows that the DSMC code results are very close to ...
	This case considers the first aerosol evolution in this work where the loss of mass during the simulation was not trivial. 78% of the original mass of the aerosol was lost due to electrostatic dispersion, yet this only reduced the asymmetry of the cha...
	7.4 Case 4: Strongly Asymmetric Bipolar

	Case 4 involves the study of an aerosol with a strongly asymmetric bipolar charge distribution with peaks at -30 e and -10 e. This case continues the treatment of aerosol distributions where electrostatic dispersion plays a significant role. Unlike th...
	7.4.1 Charge Evolution

	The charge distribution results of this case at several time steps are shown in the following figures; where the results obtained by Oron and Seinfeld25 were successfully reproduced as shown in Figure 42. Figure 43 shows the evolution of the same aero...
	/
	/
	Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 13, where results from both methods are presented.
	Once again the results between the sectional and DSMC methods are in close agreement, never differing by more than 0.03 elementary charge units. Because essentially all the charged particles in this case share the same sign the average absolute charge...
	7.4.2 Size and Charge Evolution

	To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figure 44 through Figure 47.
	/
	/
	/
	/
	In this case the solitary driving force of aerosol evolution is electrostatic dispersion, which is due to the significant asymmetry of the charge distribution. The highly charged peak rapidly drops in size, becoming almost non-existent by the end of t...
	7.4.3 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution

	The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of the simulation is shown in Figure 48. During this 444 s simulation the average coagulation kernel disperses rapidly from an initial value of 1.7 × 10-16 (m3/s) to a range be...
	/
	Figure 49 shows the development of βmax and the distribution of successful collisional kernel values. In this case such a small number of particles coagulate that all of them are shown. The variable βmax, represented by the upper black line, undergoes...
	/
	7.4.4 Number Density Evolution

	The percentages of particles and the total mass remaining at several points in time for each simulation method used are given in Table 14. This shows that the DSMC code results are close to the sectional results for all time steps, with the number den...
	This case involves the greatest mass loss and the most extreme electrostatic dispersion considered in this work. About 91% of the original mass of the aerosol was lost due to electrostatic dispersion, and the asymmetry of the charge distribution was r...
	7.5 Case 5: Weakly Asymmetric Bipolar

	Case 5 involves the study of an aerosol with a strongly asymmetric bipolar charge distribution with peaks at -14 e and 6 e. This case continues the treatment of aerosol distributions where electrostatic dispersion plays a significant role. Unlike the ...
	7.5.1 Charge Evolution

	The charge distribution results of this case at several time steps are shown in the following figures.
	/
	/
	The results obtained by Oron and Seinfeld25 were successfully reproduced as shown in Figure 50. Figure 51 shows the evolution of the same aerosol using the DSMC method and the two figures are visually in close agreement for all times except at 124 s. ...
	Additional charge distribution characteristics of this aerosol are shown in Table 15, where results from both methods are presented.
	Here the results between the sectional and DSMC methods are in close agreement with respect to the absolute charge per particle, never differing by more than 0.05 elementary charge units. However, there is a significant difference between the average ...
	7.5.2 Size and Charge Evolution

	To better visually depict the DSMC evolution of this aerosol both in charge and diameter a sequence of three dimensional plots are shown in Figure 52 through Figure 54.
	/
	/
	/
	While this aerosol is asymmetrically charged, it still contains a significant number of oppositely charged particles that have a high probability of coagulating with each other. This can be seen at 12 s where a small peak has already begun to form con...
	7.5.3 Coagulation Coefficient Evolution and Distribution

	The time development of the weighted average value of β through the course of the simulation is shown in Figure 55. During this 124 s simulation the average coagulation kernel decreases smoothly from an initial value of 4.1 × 10-15 down to 1.7 × 10-15...
	/
	Figure 56 shows the development of βmax and the distribution of successful collisional kernel values. In this case a high enough number of particles coagulate so that the earlier method of only showing 1 out of 50 values is again implemented. The vari...
	/
	7.5.4 Number Density Evolution

	The percentages of particles and the total mass remaining at several points in time for each simulation method used are given in Table 16. This shows that the DSMC code results are close to the sectional results for all time steps except at 124 s, whe...
	This case involves significant mass loss due to electrostatic dispersion while still undergoing considerable coagulation. 11.9% of the original mass of the aerosol was lost due to electrostatic dispersion, while the total number density was reduced by...
	8. MULTICOMPONENT AEROSOLS
	All the aerosol distributions considered in the previous chapters have consisted of a single component type with a density of 1000 kg/m3. The DSMC and sectional results obtained have generally been in close agreement for these cases, demonstrating the...
	8.1 Multicomponent Case 1

	Recall that the problem this case is based upon is an aerosol with a symmetric bipolar charge distribution centered at 0 e. Because this charge distribution has been thoroughly discussed with respect to a single component aerosol, only characteristics...
	8.1.1 Size and Charge Evolution

	The charge distribution results of this case using the DSMC method at several time steps are shown in Figure 57.
	/
	This figure is similar to those presented previously, but includes the component information. The total number of particles at each time step is still designated by the line matching the time step in the legend. The contribution of each component by v...
	Because the charge evolution did not significantly differ from the single component case, the average absolute charge per particle did not either. Also, as found previously, the average asymmetry of a symmetric charge distribution is zero by definitio...
	Adequately displaying the charge and size distribution of the aerosol on a three dimensional plot as done previously while also presenting component information is not a straightforward process. Therefore Figure 11 through Figure 14 are referred to in...
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	This figure can be compared to Figure 17, where the same general trend in the size distribution is visible, but close inspection yields small variations. These variations are shown in detail in Figure 59. Based on the oscillations in the data and the ...
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	8.1.2 Number Density Evolution

	The percentages of particles remaining and their difference with respect to the corresponding single component problem at several points in time are given in Table 18. These results show that the multicomponent evolution closely mimics that of the sin...
	This leads to a slightly higher overall rate of coagulation which after 104 s have passed becomes insignificant with respect to the uncertainty. The total elapsed time for a single run of the simulation was 22.86 hours; the equivalent single component...
	8.2 Multicomponent Case 2

	Recall that this case is based upon an aerosol with a weakly asymmetric bipolar charge distribution with peaks at -14 e and 6 e. This case once again considers the effects of electrostatic dispersion, only now the effects of multiple component densiti...
	8.2.1 Size and Charge Evolution

	The charge distribution results of this case using the DSMC method at several time steps are shown in Figure 60.
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	Due to the uncertainty of the charge distribution in both this case and its single component equivalent (case #5) there is no difference in the average absolute and average asymmetry per particle between the two cases for any time step. Decreasing the...
	Adequately displaying the charge and size distribution of the aerosol on a three dimensional plot as done previously while also presenting component information is not a straightforward process. Therefore Figure 52 through Figure 54 are referred to in...
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	8.2.2 Number Density Evolution

	The percentages of particles and the mass of each component remaining, and their difference with respect to the corresponding single component problem at several points in time are given in Table 20. These results show that the multicomponent evolutio...
	The mass of each component remaining in the aerosol at each time step is totaled for comparison to the mass of the single component aerosol. The result is little to no difference in the aerosol mass lost to electrostatic dispersion. In addition the ma...
	9. CONCLUSIONS
	The purpose of this research has been to present, evaluate, and overcome the limitations of current aerosol computer codes with respect to charged aerosol evolution. Aerosols produced during normal operations and accidents in nuclear reactors can be c...
	We have explored the use of the DSMC technique. A number of sampling methods were considered, with the NTC sampling method implemented in order to reduce computation time. Modifications made to the algorithm successfully mitigated some shortcomings of...
	Numerical techniques previously employed to study charged aerosol evolution were replicated to permit the direct comparison of their results with those obtained using DSMC. A number of test problems using the DSMC technique and the replicated numeric...
	After examining the results of the test problems, five other cases of varying charge distributions were considered, in three of these charge asymmetry was significant, resulting in electrostatic dispersion playing a significant role in the aerosol evo...
	Expanding upon the work done in studying single component aerosols, evolution of charged, multicomponent aerosols was considered. The two cases considered were both two component problems where the average density of the components was equal to the de...
	This research assumed a spatially homogeneous medium. In operating reactors and accident scenarios the system will be heterogeneous. Therefore research in studying the effects of spatial inhomogeneity would be an important extension of this work. In a...
	APPENDIX
	Nomenclature

	B mobility of particle [s/kg]
	C Cunningham’s correction factor [-]
	d particle diameter [m]
	D particle diffusion coefficient [m2/s]
	e elementary electrical charge (1.602 × 10-19) [C]
	f ratio of real to simulated particle number concentration [-]
	i, j particle size section [-]
	kB Boltzmann’s constant (1.3806 × 10-23) [J/K]
	Kn Knudsen’s number [-]
	ℓ apparent mean free path [m]
	m particle mass [kg]
	n, N total particle number concentration [#/m3]
	number concentration of particles carrying p elementary charges [#/m3]
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